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Abstract
Bifurcation is one of the fundamental building blocks of a braided network; it is the process
that determines the distribution of flow and sediments along the downstream branches. Braiding
is a complex and highly dynamical system, whose evolution is at present predictable only on a
short time scale; in this context bifurcations are the crucial process that control the adjustment of
braiding intensity, being one of the main causes of the system continuous evolution. A complete
description of river bifurcations is still lacking in the literature, though their importance for the
onset of braiding is clearly recognized. Moreover, the physical quantitative description of river
bifurcation appears as one of the main limitation of the most effective predictive models available
at present, i.e. the branches or object-based models.
In the first part of the work the attention has been focused on the quantitative description of the
evolution of a single laterally unconstrained channel until the occurrence of the first bifurcation.
The analysis has been carried out performing four different sets of experimental runs with both
uniform and graded sediments. An objective criterion for the occurrence of the bifurcation has
been established, using the data provided by the Fourier analysis of the evolving bank profiles;
the procedure enabled to characterise the morphodynamic sequence leading to flow and channel
bifurcation and to point out the importance of the mutual interactions between the bed deformation
and the planimetric configuration of the channel.
Along with the characterisation of the onset of bifurcations, it is crucial to investigate their
further evolution, that has been pursued starting from the theoretical findings of Bolla Pittaluga et
al. (2003), concerning their possible equilibrium configurations. Two sets of experiments has been
carried out on a "Y-shaped" symmetrical configuration, in which the upstream channel diverge into
two branches. The experimental results show the existence of an unbalanced configuration, when
the Shields stress reaches relatively low values and the width to depth ratio is large enough. This
asymmetrical configuration is characterised by different values of water and sediment discharges
in the downstream branches and by a different bed elevation at their inlet, the channel carrying
the lowest discharge showing a higher elevation. Experimental runs characterised by the presence
of migrating alternate bars displayed an oscillating behaviour, generally leading to a more unbal-
anced configuration and, in some cases, to the abandonment of one of the branches. Experimental
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findings can be interpreted in the light of the morphodynamic influence theory (Zolezzi & Sem-
inara (2001)): the distance of the flow from the resonant value of the aspect ratio seems to be a
good parameter to represent such phenomenon.
The dynamics of river bifurcation were also analysed in the field. Two field campaign were
performed on the Ridanna Creek, Italy and on the Sunwapta River, Canada, joining an interna-
tional research group. The detailed and repeated measurements allowed to point out the common
features showed by the bifurcations, namely the unbalanced water distribution, the difference in
bed elevation and the lateral shift of the main flow toward the external bank of the main down-
stream channel. The monitoring activity on the Ridanna Creek provided also the description of
the planimetric and altimetric configurations of the study reach, employing both traditional survey
techniques and digital photogrammetry together with the complete characterisation of morpho-
logical and hydraulic patterns. Moreover, the analysis of the long term evolution of the network
pointed out the existence of three regions in the braided reach, with different morphological fea-
tures and highlighted the crucial role of bifurcations in controlling braiding evolution.
Theoretical analysis, laboratory and field investigations have allowed a much deeper insight
in the bifurcation process, giving a quantitative detailed description of the phenomenon. The
investigation now provides a suitable description of the bifurcation process that can readily be
implemented in predictive models for braiding evolution, for which the adoption of physically
based nodal point conditions would be highly desirable and represent the main sought outcome of
the present analysis.
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1 Introduction
Rivers are an important resource that can be managed at best only considering a broad range of
factors (morphological, biological, social, human, ...) in an integrated view. River training and
management reflect the needs of a particular society at a certain stage of its evolution; in recent
years local conditions, which allow for cost-effective solutions and sustainable strategies have
become more and more important. Further river management activities are required to achieve
traditional aims such as flood protection, maintenance of bank stability, prevention of efficiency of
water intakes. In addition, one has also to consider the restoration of all the functions of the river
system and the maintenance of instream and floodplain habitats. In this context, the concept of
leaving room for the rivers is one of the key points of refurbishment projects, leading to nature and
landscape restoration (de Vriend, 2002). Also the issue of vertical and lateral connectivity within
the fluvial system has gained an increasing relevance, because of its influence on groundwater
resources and on pollutant dispersion and its interaction with ecological aspects and biota.
This approach can also guarantee the extra benefit of a more successful prevention system of
flood damages. In fact, the continuous rising of the main levees does not seem to be the best
solution: high magnitude flood events in the last decade (Mississippi, 1993 and Rhine, 2002)
showed that an absolute safety cannot be warranted, even in very regulated rivers. On the con-
trary, confinement between embankments implies a higher unit stream power leading to disastrous
Figure 1.1: Panoramic view of the Tagliamento River, Italy. (Flow is from left to right).
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consequences when embankments fail, hence increasing flood damages (Gilvear, 1999). Novel
approaches are currently under investigation, like the enhancement of water storage in more up-
stream part of the river basin, the removal of some bank protections, the re-opening or creation of
secondary channels along the main branch (Klaassen et al., 2002).
In this process, fluvial geomorphology can decisively improve river engineering techniques
in order to minimize flood damage and, at the same time, to reduce environmental degradation,
restoring ecologically valuable and aesthetically pleasing water courses (Larson, 1996). In partic-
ular, a geomorphological approach can be relevant to highlight how river systems respond to water
and sediment inputs from the upstream catchment and to point out the sensitivity of geomorphic
systems to environmental disturbances and change (Gilvear, 1999).
1.1 Braiding phenomena
Braiding is one of the natural river patterns that appears over a wide range of scales, from small
proglacial gravel-bed streams to large fluvial systems as the Brahmaputra River; it can be easily
described as a network of channels, splitting and rejoining around islands and bars (Figure 1.1
and 1.2). Murray & Paola (1994) defined the braided pattern as "the fundamental instability of
laterally unconstrained free-surface flow over cohesionless beds". Braiding is a complex system
of channels interconnected by nodes (namely, confluences and bifurcations), acting on a wide
range of spatial scales, from the single chute and lobe unit till the whole braided belt.
At present, few examples of fully braided reaches can be find in Europe, where in the past
the high land demand and the flood protection strategies led to river confinement and restricted
the planimetric evolution of fluvial belts. In Italy some piedmont rivers, like the Piave River,
experienced incision and narrowing processes in the last decades (Surian & Rinaldi, 2003); in this
context the Tagliamento River, North-East Italy, is one of the latest large braided streams in Europe
Figure 1.2: A braided reach of the Sunwapta River, Canada. (Flow is from left to right).
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Figure 1.3: The Brahmaputra-Jamuna River, Bangladesh (on the left) and the Kali Gandaki River,
Nepal.
and it is considered a fluvial corridor with a great ecological and environmental relevance (Figure
1.1). Braiding is more common in regions characterised by a lower human pressure, like Canada
and New Zealand, and in the developing countries (in Figure 1.3 two examples are shown: the
Brahmaputra-Jamuna River in Banghladesh, on the left, and the Kali Gandaki River in Nepal); in
this case their management is quite problematic, due to the high bank erosion rate and the highly
dynamic behaviour; hence the challenge is to develop sustainable techniques that meet local needs.
According to the new perspectives of river management presented above, braiding can be seen
as one of the target patterns of recent river engineering projects, with the aim of promoting the
restoration of the river functions. An attempt has been recently pursued with the re-opening of the
secondary branches on the Rhine River. For these reasons the issue of predicting the planimetric
and altimetric evolution of a channel network has gained a greater relevance in the last decades.
Indeed, the present knowledge on river dynamics allows to predict the evolution of a single thread
meandering channel, even on relatively long time scales, with sufficient accuracy and to interpret
many unit processes acting in rivers. However, understanding and predicting braiding phenomena
is still an ongoing task (Jagers, 2003).
Two different approaches have been recently pursued: the first, termed ’reductionism’ accord-
ing to Paola (2001), is founded on the classical mechanical approach and comprises both numerical
models that solve the flow and sediment governing equations and the analysis of single unit pro-
cesses, recursively repeating in the network. The second, termed ’synthesism’, is essentially based
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on the idea of ’emergent’ phenomena: it considers that in a multi-scale system the behaviour at a
given level may be controlled by only few crucial aspects of the next level below in the hierarchy
of scales; this implies that such a model may become simpler, in spite of the system complexity.
In this approach the attention is mainly focused on the general properties of the system, looking
for spatial and temporal structures.
A first question to tackle when analysing a braided network is to determine how much braided
it is. The most common quantification of braiding intensity, based on the number or length of the
channels within the reach, can be represented by the braiding index, given in terms of the average
number of anabranches across the river (Bridge, 1993) or by the total sinuosity, defined as the
intrinsic length of channel per unit length of river. Recently, Ashmore (2001) pointed out that
the active braiding intensity can actually be very low, with only 1 or 2 channels simultaneously
active. In an experimental study Stojic et al. (1998) investigated the time evolution of a braided
network through the analysis of a series of DEMs of bed topography, acquired using digital pho-
togrammetry. The authors showed that, on a short time span, deposition and erosion occur only in
few channels, thus implying that the evolution of the braided pattern can be interpreted as the his-
tory of channel shifting more than the result of the interaction of simultaneously active channels.
As a result, the distinguishing features of braiding compared with single thread channels are the
rapid channel shifting and the high rates and frequencies of changes in bed topography, with the
tendency of radical readjustment of the channel pattern (Ashmore, 2001).
Sediment transport reflects this highly dynamical evolution: as widely reported (Hoey &
Sutherland, 1991; Hoey, 1992), the dynamics of braided rivers is characterised by rapid spatial
and temporal variations of the bed material transport rate, over a broad range of frequencies. As
an example, the sediment transport rate measured at the downstream end of a laboratory model
is reported in Figure 1.4 (Warburton & Davies, 1994). These fluctuations have been related to
single dynamical processes, like the migration of bars (on the meso-scale) and to the reshaping
of the network configuration through channel migration, creation and obliteration of channels and
nodes (on the macro-scale). It has been observed (Ashmore, 1988) that a higher stream power
could enhance more frequent breakdown of the morphology, thus increasing the fluctuations of
the bedload.
Paola (2001), tackling this aspect from an alternative point of view, based on the results of the
cellular model of Murray & Paola (1994), highlighted how the non linear response of sediment
transport to variation in water flux is essential in developing a braided pattern. More specifically,
the ’over-response’ of sediment flux to acceleration in the confluences and deceleration in the
diffluence areas promote continuous bed scouring and deposition of bars, so that ’bed and flow
chase one another forever around the braid plain’.
Topological properties of braided network have been widely analysed, starting from the work
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Figure 1.4: Bedload transport rate fluctuations in a braided laboratory model. Plot reported in
Warburton & Davies (1994).
of Howard et al. (1970). A research line on braiding deals with the investigation of internal ge-
ometric similarity: it has been found that braided rivers show scale invariance, i.e. they display
similar statistical properties independently of the spatial scale, if they are not subject to external
controls. More precisely, Sapozhnikov & Foufoula-Georgiou (1996) demonstrated that braiding
can be considered a self-affine object, since it has a preferential direction (that of the mean down-
stream flow). This maight imply that the underlying mechanisms responsible for the formation of
braiding are the same at all scales.
Indeed, the characteristic scales of braided rivers and their relationship with morphological
parameters as water discharge, mean valley slope and grain size are still not completely under-
stood. Braided channel width can be considered as the sum of the width of the single anabranches
or represented by the width of the braid belt. The width of a single gravel bed channel can be
evaluated following rational regime theories (Parker, 1978), but the present state of knowledge
does not allow to determine the functional controls on braided width (Warburton, 1996). Field and
laboratory data show that total width can also be a function of the braiding intensity. Ashmore
(2001) recently pointed out the existence of a characteristic length scale of braiding related to the
total discharge of the river. Similarly to the relations for meander wavelength, the mean braid
length is determined by the wavelength of individual pool-bar units which control the confluences
and bifurcations spacing.
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1.2 Prediction of braided rivers evolution
At present, the prediction of braided rivers planform evolution is possible with enough accuracy
only on a short time scale. Braiding is a deterministic system characterised by a somehow chaotic
behaviour, as it apparently shows unpredictable features (Paola & Foufoula-Georgiou, 2001).
Time evolution of the channel network is affected by rapid changes, due to the rearrangement
of the branches and nodes and, in particular, caused by the modification of the flow and sediment
distribution at the bifurcations. The standard approach that solves the governing equations for
the fluid and solid phases (Enggrob & Tjerry, 1999; McArdell & Faeh, 2001) encounters various
difficulties arising from the complexity of the system. Such a model has to deal with a continu-
ously changing domain and requires the full coupling between bed and bank evolution. Moreover,
secondary flows, sorting effects and local turbulence disequilibrium have to be accounted for. Fur-
thermore, braided rivers are characterised by several complicating features that must be taken into
account by theoretical modelling. Principally:
• Strong non-linearities: the planimetric and altimetric evolution of the branches is affected
by the interaction between the free bed-response of the system and the forced bed-response
due to planform non-uniformities.
• Unsteadiness: flow field and sediment transport rate are typically unsteady and the system
never reaches a steady equilibrium configuration.
• Finite length and amplitude effects: the relatively short length of single anabranches implies
that the condition of infinite longitudinal domain, which is often introduced in theoretical
models, can be hardly met in nature; as a consequence, upstream and downstream mor-
phodynamic influence may crucially affect the evolution of single branches. Moreover, bar
structures generally undergo a finite amplitude development, thus limiting the applicability
of linear theories.
• Partially transporting cross sections and gravitational effects: braided rivers are generally
characterised by low sediment mobility, near the threshold value for particle motion, which
implies that sediment transport may occur only on a limited part of the cross section. More-
over, gravitationally effects on sediment transport are likely to be relevant due to the fairly
large bed gradients associated with local depositions and scours.
To overcome the above complications other alternative models for braiding have been recently
developed. Murray & Paola (1994) have shown that a simple cellular model, which includes only
few relevant elements (namely the topographic effect of expansions and contractions and a non lin-
ear sediment transport law) is able to reproduce many features of braided networks (in Figure 1.5
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Figure 1.5: Cellular routing scheme of the Murray & Paola (1994) model.
the cellular routing scheme is reported). Though the above model was not designed to predict
the actual planform changes, it is able to recognise some fundamental aspects of braided systems.
Following a similar approach, Thomas & Nicholas (2002) have recently proposed an improved
version of the cellular routing scheme, which has been tested with field data and compared with a
more detailed 2D hydraulic model.
Jagers (2003) has tackled the problem of modelling planform changes in braided rivers. He has
implemented two different models, a neural network and a branches model, testing their accuracy
with observed data from the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River (Figure 1.6).
The branches model is based on a schematisation of the braided river as a network of channels,
joining at the nodes (confluences and bifurcations). Each individual ’object’ evolves according to
four processes, namely width variation, mid-channel bar formation (and therefore creation of a
new channel), lateral migration or channel abandonment. The spatial distribution of erosion and
deposition probabilities is then computed from the results of a Monte Carlo simulation. Such a
model seems to be very promising in predicting medium and long term evolution of a braided
system. The main limitation is due to the difficulty in setting the correct values of parameters
underlying the single evolution processes. For example, the creation of new channels is only
accounted for through the mid-bar formation mechanism, provided a threshold value of the width
to depth ratio of the channel is exceeded.
According to Paola (2001) a mixed model that combines both the reductionist and the syntesist
point of view could be envisaged; such a model, essentially a ’two layers’ model, could include
both the ability of the cellular model to reproduce the effect of topography on the local flow path
and the capability of channel based algorithms to account for non-local effects.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison between the predictions obtained through the branches model, the neural
network and the observed erosion sites on the Jamuna River. (From Jagers, 2001).
1.3 The unit process of bifurcation
Braiding is generated and maintained through the mechanism of flow bifurcation (see Figure 1.7
and the cover picture, taken from the Tagliamento River, Italy). Bifurcation is the process that
determines the distribution of flow and sediments along the downstream branches and adds com-
plexity to the system, thus reducing its predictability. Modelling a bifurcation is still a challenge
for existing mathematical models, even in a simple configuration (Klaassen et al., 2002): hence,
understanding river bifurcation is one of the open issues of fluvial research.
In order to model channel adjustment and to locate the preferential bank erosion areas and the
probability of scour or deposition, the preliminary understanding of the mechanisms underlying
the onset of the flow diffluence is required. Furthermore, the knowledge of the morphology and
hydraulic conditions typical of a bifurcation allows one to know the water end sediment partition
within the network. The availability of quantitative detailed description of the bifurcation process
could ensure a decisive improvement in the ability of theoretical models to predict the planimetric
and altimetric evolution of a braided river; moreover, such knowledge could be significant also in
the context of other morphological pattern, as anastomosing and pseudo-meandering rivers.
A quantitative description of river bifurcation process is still lacking in the literature. The
process has been firstly identified by Leopold & Wolman (1957) as the generating process of
braiding; Ashmore (1991) describes in detail three possible mechanisms through which bifurcation
may occur, as suggested by laboratory observations:
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Figure 1.7: A bifurcation on the Sunwapta River, Canada. Flow is toward the camera.
• Central bar mechanism and dissection of transverse unit bar. This mechanism (also docu-
mented by Leopold & Wolman, 1957) imply the development of a central bar, displaying an
avalanche faced downstream margin marked by the accumulation of the coarsest fractions.
The bar forces the flow to diverge and is eventually exposed. A similar mechanism, with the
dissection of a transverse unit bar may occur, when the channel is characterised by a higher
sediment mobility.
• Chute cutoff mechanism. It is the most common bifurcation mechanism observed in the
experiments; it is characterised by the modification of a an alternate bar structures in low-
sinuosity channels. The bar is progressively transformed into a more complex bed form by
lateral accretion, which determine more flow to be directed over the point bar. The steeper
gradient near the head of the slough channel captures progressively larger volumes of water,
leading to the bifurcation of the flow.
• Multiple bars mechanism. This mechanism applies only to channel with very high values
of the width/depth ratio; it has been documented by Fujita & Muramoto (1988) and can be
roughly explained in terms of the results of the linear stability analysis (Fredsøe, 1978). The
multiple rows bars, which characterise the initial bed configuration, are gradually converted
into fewer larger bars which concentrate the flow and lead to braiding.
The bifurcation process has been recently investigated also by Federici & Paola (2003) through
experiments performed in divergent channels. They have found that stream lines diffluence invari-
ably promotes the formation of a central deposition area, leading to the bifurcation of the current.
According to their results two different configurations may exist, which mainly depends on the
value of the Shields stress in the upstream channel. For relatively high values of the Shields stress
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Figure 1.8: Alternating point bar chute cutoff mechanism, as reported by Ashmore (1982).
the bifurcation is stable, with both branches active; on the contrary, low sediment mobility leads
to the closure of one of the branches. The authors notice that this ’switch’ configuration is also
triggered by the non uniformity of initial and boundary conditions: in fact, a flow perturbation can
influence the stability of the bifurcation.
A predictive model for the equilibrium configuration of a simple ’Y-shaped’ configuration in
which an upstream channel divides into two branches has been proposed by Wang et al. (1995).
The problem has been recently revisited by Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) through the introduction
of a quasi-2D nodal condition that allows for transverse exchanges of water and sediment within
the final reach of the upstream channel that feeds the bifurcation. The results of the model suggest
the possibility of unbalanced equilibrium configurations, even in the case of perfectly symmet-
ric geometry. The unbalanced solutions appear for low values of the sediment mobility and high
values of the width to depth ratio; they are characterised by an unbalanced discharge ratio in the
downstream branches and by a difference of bed elevation at the inlet of downstream branches.
In spite of the simplified one-dimensional schematisation adopted by Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003),
their model seems to catch the fundamental features of the process and to replicate observed phe-
nomena both in the laboratory and in the field.
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Finally, it is worth noticing that understanding complex system like a braided network needs
an integrated analysis, which allows one to deal with different spatial and temporal scales. Hence,
it is highly recommended to join the information obtained through by theoretical analysis with
data from laboratory and field investigations.
1.4 Outline of the thesis
In the present work the attention has been focused on the bifurcation process with the aim of
describing quantitatively the flow conditions that lead to flow bifurcation and then determining its
equilibrium configurations. The analysis is mainly based on experimentally and field observations:
two different experimental works in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the University of Trento have
been performed; further, two braided reach have been intensively monitored, paying particular
attention to the analysis of bifurcations. Measured data have been integrated and interpreted with
reference to theoretical results.
In summary, through the present work we have tried to address to the following questions:
• Which are the flow conditions that lead a laterally unconstrained channel to bifurcate?
• How can the chute cutoff mechanism be interpreted in the viewpoint of interaction and
modification of bar structures?
• Is it possible to define a characteristic length scale of braiding based on bar analysis?
• Which are the main features characterising the equilibrium configuration of a bifurcation?
• Up to what extent such equilibrium configuration is affected by bar migration and/or up-
stream and downstream morphodynamic influence?
• What is the role played by bifurcations in controlling the planimetric evolution of a braided
network?
• How is it possible to improve predictive models with a physical description of bifurcation
process?
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The thesis is organised as follows.
In Chapter 2 a brief review of the theoretical framework is reported, focusing the attention
on single unit processes as bar formation and on the response of bed topography to planform non
uniformities; a predictive model for channel bifurcation is also presented in Section 2.4. Chapter 3
is devoted to the experimental analysis of the bed and bank evolution of a single channel, until the
onset of the bifurcation. Altimetric and planimetric configuration is analysed in detail to describe
flow conditions at the moment of incipient bifurcation. In Chapter 4 the experimental investigation
of a ’Y-shaped’ configuration is reported; the results of two sets of runs allow to characterise the
equilibrium configuration of a bifurcation and to highlight the role of the width to depth ratio on
the degree of asymmetry of the discharge distribution. The field campaigns on the Ridanna Creek
and on the Sunwapta River, the measurement techniques and the obtained data on bifurcations
and planimetric evolution are described in Chapters 5 and 6. Finally, Chapter 7 is devoted to the
comparison of the results and to some concluding remarks.
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2.1 General formulation
Bed deformation in single thread channels may be due to spontaneously developing bedforms or to
the forced pattern induced by planform non-uniformities. The subject has been widely investigated
in the last decades (state of the art reviews can be found in Seminara, 1995; Tubino et al., 1999;
Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2001). In particular, the ’mechanical’ approach has been quite suitable
for the understanding of the basic mechanisms characterising river morphodynamics, namely the
formation of bars in straight channels, the bed deformation in meandering channels or in channels
with variable width.
A suitable form of the governing equations for the liquid and solid phases can be obtained,
introducing reasonable simplifying hypotheses which can be set once the relevant temporal and
spatial scales have been identified. In the present work we focus our attention on processes scaling
on the channel width (macro-scale bed forms); this enables us to use a two-dimensional form of
the shallow water equations (the channel is generally assumed to be wide enough to neglect side
boundary effects.)
Moreover, we assume that the temporal scale of bed evolution is much greater than the time
scale of the flow; hence we ignore the time-derivatives in the momentum equation. A further
quite restrictive hypothesis allows us to decouple the planimetric development and the altimetric
evolution, provided the latter occurs on a much faster time scale. This approximation can be
reasonable in the context of single thread meandering channels with cohesive banks, while it is
not always justified in gravel bed rivers, where bed and banks may evolve at nearly the same time
scale, particularly when a braided pattern establishes.
In a standard depth-averaged model the effect of secondary flows is neglected, because of the
vanishing of the net contribution when averaged over the depth. Indeed, secondary flows are quite
relevant to determine many of the features displayed by bed configurations. The decomposition
originally proposed by Kalkwijk & De Vriend (1980) can be introduced to account for their effect
within a depth-averaged model. Hence, the following structures for the longitudinal velocity u and
the transverse component of the velocity v are assumed:
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v = νovo(ζ,n,s)+V (n,s)Fo(ζ) , (2.1)
u = Fo(ζ)U(n,s) , (2.2)
where s is the longitudinal coordinate, defined along the channel axis, n is the transverse
coordinate, νo = b/Ro is the curvature ratio, and reference is made to a channel whose width b
remains nearly constant, while the curvature of channel axis may change arbitrarily, Ro denoting
a typical (average or maximum) value of the radius of curvature.
Furthermore, ζ is a boundary fitted vertical coordinate
ζ = z−η(s,n)
D(n,s)
, (2.3)
where η and D denote the local values of bed elevation and flow depth, respectively, and U
and V are the depth-averaged components of velocity in longitudinal and transverse direction,
respectively.
The decomposition 2.1 and 2.2 essentially implies that the effect of centrifugally induced
secondary flow vo, whose depth average vanishes, can be locally added to the depth averaged
component, whose vertical structure Fo(ζ) is assumed to coincide with the standard distribution
of uniform flow evaluated in terms of the local flow characteristics.
Notice that a broader formulation which also accounts for the effect of the variable width has
been recently proposed by Andreatta et al. (2004).
A suitable scaling can be introduced in the analysis, using the half channel width for the
longitudinal and transverse coordinate and introducing reference values of velocity Uo and depth
Do as the values corresponding to a uniform flow, for given values of flow discharge, channel
width, average bed slope and sediment size.
Once the above scaling is adopted, the following relevant dimensionless parameters arise:
• the width to depth ratio (or aspect ratio) of the channel
β = b
2Do
; (2.4)
• the Shields stress
ϑ = τo
[(ρs−ρ)gDs] , (2.5)
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where τo is the average bottom shear stress, ρs and ρ are sediment and water density, re-
spectively, g is gravity and Ds is a typical grain size;
• the relative roughness
ds =
Ds
D
. (2.6)
Referring to an orthogonal reference system (s,n,z) with s longitudinal coordinate, n trans-
verse coordinate defined along a horizontal axis orthogonal to s and z coordinate of the axis or-
thogonal to s and n and pointing upwards, the governing equations of the two-dimensional model
assume the following form:
UU,s+VU,n+H,s+βτsD = νo f11+O(ν
2
o) , (2.7)
UV,s+VV,n+H,n+βτnD = νog11+O(ν
2
o) , (2.8)
(DU),s+(DV ),n = νom11 , (2.9)
(F2o H−D),t +Qo[qs,s+qn,n] = νon11 , (2.10)
where H is free surface elevation, Qo is a dimensionless parameter defined as:
Qo =
√
(s−1)gD3s
(1− p)UoDo , (2.11)
where s is the relative density and p sediment porosity and Fo is the Froude number. Moreover
τs and τn are the longitudinal and transverse components of the bottom stress vector, while qs and
qn are the longitudinal and transverse components of the bedload transport; in the case of a slowly
varying bed topography they can be evaluated through the semi empirical relationship (Shimizu et
al., 1992):
q = qo(ϑ)
τ
{τs [cos(α),sin(α)]+ τn [−sin(α),cos(α)]}, (2.12)
tan(α) =− rβ√ϑ
∂η
∂y , (2.13)
where the angle α describes how gravity, acting on particles moving on a sloping surface, affects
the direction and intensity of bedload motion, driving some deviation of the average particle trajec-
tory from the direction of mean bottom stress. Furthermore, y is orthogonal to the local direction
of bed stress and r is an empirical constant ranging between 0.3 and 0.6 (e.g. Talmon et al., 1995).
Finally, the quantities f11, g11, m11 and n11 which appear in the right hand sides of equations
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(2.7-2.10) account for the effect of centrifugally induced secondary flow and of dispersive terms
related to its interaction with the topographically induced variations of the depth averaged flow.
2.2 Alternate bar formation
River bars are fundamental features which control the evolution of alluvial channels (Figure 2.1).
Their formation has been conclusively explained in terms of an inherent instability of an erodible
bed. The solution of system (2.7-2.10) in the case of a straight channel (νo = 0) allows one
to determine the occurrence conditions and the equilibrium configuration of migrating alternate
bars. The problem has been tackled through linear and weakly non linear analytical approaches
(Colombini et al., 1987; Tubino et al., 1999), fully non linear models (Colombini & Tubino, 1991;
Schielen et al., 1993) and various experimental analyses (Jaeggi, 1984; Fujita & Muramoto, 1985;
Garcia & Niño, 1993; Lanzoni & Tubino, 2000).
The results of the above investigations are presented and briefly summarized in the following.
The theoretical plots presented herein are obtained using the Parker (1990) formula to compute
the bed load function qo appearing in 2.12, which allows one to obtain more accurate predictions
at low values of Shields stress, typical of braided networks.
Field and experimental observations suggest that the longitudinal wave length of alternate
bars fall in the range of 5-12 channel widths (Figure 2.2a). Furthermore, their equilibrium height,
which is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum bed elevation within a bar
unit, increases as the width ratio of the channel increase, as shown in Figure 2.2b.
Figure 2.1: Alternate bar in a straight river, Tokachi River, Japan.
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Figure 2.2: Observed values of the bar wave length (on the left) and of the bar height (on the right)
as a function of the width ratio.
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Figure 2.3: The critical value of width ratio βc predicted by the linear model of Colombini et al.
(1987) as a function of the Shields stress ϑ and the relative roughness ds.
Indeed, linear studies suggest that the bifurcation parameter for bar instability is the width
ratio: in Figure 2.3 the threshold value of the width ratio above which the occurrence of alternate
bars is reported, as predicted by the linear model of Colombini et al. (1987).
Linear theories also show that the instability process is not strongly size-selective: the shape
of marginal stability curves (Figure 2.4) suggests that different waves within the unstable range
modes are characterised by almost similar growth rate.
On the contrary, the transverse mode selected by the instability process depends strongly on
β; as a consequence, free bar instability generally displays an alternate pattern (mode 1), while
central bars (mode 2) or multiple row bars (mode 3, 4, ...) can only form when the channel is
fairly wide. As firstly pointed out by Fredsøe (1978), the critical condition for a given transverse
mode m is given by mβc, βc being the threshold value for alternate bars (Figure 2.5).
Observed bar heights are of the order of mean channel depth. Provided the width ratio of the
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Figure 2.5: The growth rate Ωmax is plotted versus the width ratio for different transverse modes.
(Shields stress = 0.07, relative roughness = 0.05).
channel falls in a neighborhood of βc, the weakly non linear theory of Colombini et al. (1987)
suggests that nonlinear interactions lead to periodic bar patterns migrating downstream, whose
amplitude may asymptotically reach an equilibrium value. It is found that the equilibrium bar
amplitude (HBM), scaled by the average flow depth, is proportional to the square root of the excess
of the width ratio relative to the threshold value βc and can be expressed in the form:
HBM = b1ε
1
2 +b2ε , ε =
β−βc
βc , (2.14)
where b1 and b2 are functions of the Shields stress ϑ and the relative roughness ds and are
plotted in Figure 2.6.
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Colombini et al. (1987) is compared with experimental data of various authors.
Comparison of predicted bar height with flume data seems quite satisfactory, as reported in
Figure 2.7.
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2.3 Planimetric forcing
As pointed out in Section 2.1 the bed response of a natural channel is also determined by forc-
ing effects induced by planform non uniformities, like the curvature of channel axis and width
variations. The structure of the resulting bed pattern closely reflects that of the forcing effect. In
particular bed topography displays a typical alternate pattern when the forcing is anti symmetrical,
like in the case of periodic variation of channel curvature in meandering channels (Figure 2.8).
On the contrary, a ’symmetrical’ forcing like that produced by a periodically varying width is
likely to induce a sequence of central deposits whose longitudinal and transverse structure resem-
ble that of central bars.
The forced bed pattern can in turn affects the process of bank erosion, thus enhancing the
further development of channel non uniformities. Both the effects of variable curvature and of
symmetrical width variations have been investigated in the last decades through experimental ob-
servations and theoretical models.
Kinoshita & Miwa (1974) and Tubino & Seminara (1990) investigated the interaction between
free migrating bars and steady point bars induced by the variable curvature of channel axis, show-
ing that a threshold value for channel curvature exists, above which free bars cease their migration
and bed topography is characterised by steady patterns (see Figure 2.9).
Repetto & Tubino (1999) and Repetto et al. (2002) analysed both experimentally and theoret-
ically the forcing effect of symmetrical, periodic width variations. Also in this case a threshold
value of the amplitude of bank oscillation can be defined, above which alternate migrating bars
are suppressed and the bed topography displays a steady central bar pattern. In Figure 2.10 the
amplitude of width variations is expressed in a dimensionless form, where δ is the amplitude of
Figure 2.8: A meandering river, Alatna River, Alaska, USA.
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Figure 2.9: The critical values of the channel curvature, as determined by Tubino & Seminara
(1990) compared with the experimental data of Kinoshita & Miwa (1974) (open sym-
bols represent migrating bars, close symbols non-migrating bars).
Figure 2.10: The critical values of the amplitude of width variations as a function of the width
ratio and the Shields parameter (from Repetto & Tubino, 1999).
the bank oscillations divided by the mean channel width.
Repetto et al. (2002) also investigated the steady forced response of the system driven by
periodic width variations. In this case, the bed topography is characterised by two leading compo-
nents: the former (transverse mode 0) is a purely longitudinal bed deformation, with an associated
deposition in the wide sections and scour in narrow sections, the latter (transverse mode 1) implies
a transverse deformation in the form of a central bar deposit (Figure 2.11). The analysis with a
complete three-dimensional model has shown that the secondary current induced by the stream
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Figure 2.11: Equilibrium bed configuration of a channel with variable width. (from Repetto et al.,
2002).
Figure 2.12: Amplitude of the leading transverse modes of the bed topography obtained with the
three-dimensional model (a-d) and the two-dimensional model (e-h). (from Repetto
& Tubino, 1999).
lines curvature are fundamental to determine the occurrence of the above central bar pattern. Re-
sults of the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional model are compared in Figure 2.12 in
terms of the amplitude of the leading harmonics of the Fourier spectra. It is worth noticing that
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a two-dimensional model, which is unable to account for secondary flows, can not reproduce a
transverse bed deformation.
Furthermore, the formation of the central deposits is found to enhance the amplitude of the
width variations, in particular for low values of the bottom shear stress and for high values of the
width to depth ratio. As a result the planimetric configuration may be unstable and can lead to
channel bifurcation.
2.4 Meander resonance and morphodynamic influence
In order to investigate the morphodynamics of a meandering channel the two-dimensional model
presented above (Equations 2.7-2.10) can be solved through a linear approach, taking advantage
of the fact that the curvature ratio νo is typically a small parameter; hence we can set:
(U,V,D,H) = (Uo,0,Do,Ho)+νo(u,v,d,h)+O(ν2o) . (2.15)
The above procedure has been widely used since the original work of Ikeda et al. (1981)
(see also Blondeaux & Seminara, 1985; Johannesson & Parker, 1989; Seminara & Tubino, 1989;
Seminara & Tubino, 1992).
The linearization of the mathematical problem allows one to obtain an analytical solution: it
is worth noticing that the above solution exhibits resonant behaviour when the values of the width
ratio β and meander wave number λ fall within a convenient neighborhood the resonant value
βr and λR. The above behaviour, which has been originally detected by Blondeaux & Seminara
(1985), is displayed when the periodic variation of the curvature of the channel axis forces a non
amplifying and non migrating free response of the bed configuration (Figure 2.13).
The linear system can be reworked to obtain a non-homogeneous ordinary differential equa-
tion with constant coefficients. The characteristic exponents λ j for the first transverse mode are
reported in Figure 2.14. One of the exponents is always real and positive, one real and negative,
the other two are complex conjugate. The real part of the latter is negative, provided the width
ratio is smaller than a threshold value, which, for the first mode, coincides with the resonant value
βR.
The main result of the analysis is that a two-dimensional perturbation of the bed topography
is mainly felt upstream in super-resonant conditions (β > βR) while it may dominantly influence
the downstream bottom configuration in sub-resonant conditions (β < βR) (Zolezzi & Seminara,
2001).
These theoretical findings may provide an explanation of the overdeepening phenomenon ob-
served as a consequence of a local disturbance of channel planform, like that induced by a sudden
variation of channel alignment or by the presence of a bifurcation. For example, the effect of a
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sharp change in channel curvature (Figure 2.15) leads to the formation of a steady pattern of alter-
nate bars in the upstream reach or in the downstream reach provided the flow is in super-resonant
or sub-resonant condition, respectively. Experimental observations on a U-shaped channel by
Zolezzi et al. (2004) confirm the above behaviour. A similar effect is determined by an unbal-
anced bifurcation: this is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.15: Overdeepening: sketch of the channel. (from Zolezzi & Seminara, 2001)
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Figure 2.16: Sub-resonant (left) and super-resonant (right) evolution of periodic meanders. (from
Seminara et al., 2001)
According to Seminara et al. (2001) sub-resonant and super-resonant conditions also affect
the planimetric evolution of a meandering channel, as shown in Figure 2.16. In particular, the
maximum erosion rate shifts from downstream to upstream of the bend apex, when crossing the
resonant threshold, that is moving from sub-resonant to super-resonant conditions. As a conse-
quence, a reversal of the channel skewness is observed.
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2.5 A predictive model for channel bifurcation
The analysis of the equilibrium configuration and stability of a single bifurcation has been re-
cently tackled by Wang et al. (1995) and Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) within the context of a
one-dimensional model. They considered a simple geometry (see Figure 2.17) with one channel
(labelled a) that bifurcates into two symmetrical branches (labelled b and c). All branches have
constant width and slope and are in equilibrium with some given water discharge Q and sediment
discharge Qs.
Within the framework of a one-dimensional model with mobile bed, five nodal conditions are
needed at the bifurcating point; in particular unlike in the case of confluences, a relationship is
required, which governs water and sediment distribution in the downstream branches. Wang et al.
(1995) introduced an empirical nodal points condition.
bb qs,b
bc qs,c
=
(Qb
Qc
)k (bb
bc
)(1−k)
, (2.16)
with qs sediment transport rate, b channel width and Q water discharge in the downstream
branches b and c.
The authors found two possible equilibrium configurations: in the first one both branches are
open, in the second one of the downstream channels is closed. The stability of the two solution was
found to be strongly affected by the empirical parameter k, whose determination is quite difficult,
because it is neither related to the hydraulic conditions nor to the bifurcation geometry.
To overcome the above difficulties Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) proposed an alternative nodal
point condition, based on a quasi two-dimensional approach. The authors divide the last reach of
the upstream channel (for a length equal to αba, where b is the channel width) in two cells (Fig-
ure 2.18). The water and sediment discharges are considered uniformly distributed in the cross
section; hence, the discharges into the two ending cells are proportional to their width. Lateral
exchanges of both water and sediments are also possible. In particular, based on a generalised
Figure 2.17: Sketch of the geometry of the bifurcation.
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version of Equation 2.12, the transverse sediment discharge is evaluated as the sum of two con-
tributions: the first is due to the fact that a transverse component of flow velocity may establish
at the bifurcation due to bed deformation, which also implies a transverse exchange of sediments;
the second contribution depends on the transverse bed slope; hence, the transverse exchange of
sediment can be given in the following form:
qy = qa
[ QyDa
QaαDabc −
r√
ϑ
∂η
∂y
]
, (2.17)
where
Qy = 12
(
Qb−Qc−Qa bb−bcbb+bc
)
, (2.18)
Dabc =
1
2
(
Db+Dc
2
+Da
)
, (2.19)
and q is the sediment discharge per unit width, D is flow depth, ϑ the Shields parameter, η the
bed elevation and the subscripts a,b,c identify the channels. The length αba provides a measure
of the upstream reach within which the effect of the bifurcation is felt; experimental findings by
Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) suggest that α is an order-one parameter.
With such a nodal condition Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) investigated the possible equilibrium
configurations of the bifurcation. The main results are reported in Figure 2.19. Here the equi-
librium discharge ratio of the downstream branches is shown, as a function of the width to depth
ratio of the upstream channel a for different values of the Shields parameter. A symmetrical so-
lution invariably exists, whereby the same discharge flows within the downstream channels. For
Figure 2.18: Scheme of the nodal point relationship proposed by Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003).
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Figure 2.19: Equilibrium configurations of the bifurcation as determined by the model of Bolla
Pittaluga et al. (2003). (a) Discharge ratio in the downstream branches as a function
of the width to depth ratio of the upstream channel. (b) Separation lines between the
region with one possible solution and three equilibrium configurations.
relatively high values of the width/depth ratio two further configurations occur, characterised by
a strongly unbalanced water distribution. When a multiple solution exists, the symmetrical state
is invariably unstable. Figure 2.19b shows that a unique balanced configuration can be obtained
when the sediment mobility is high or when the width to depth ratio is quite small. The unbalanced
configuration is also characterised by different bed elevations at the inlet of the downstream chan-
nels, the channel that carries more water showing a lower bed elevation. These results are in fairly
good agreement with the results of the experimental investigation of Federici & Paola (2003), who
found stable bifurcation in a divergent channel only when the Shields parameter attains relatively
high values.
We may notice that field observations suggest that natural bifurcations generally exhibit an
unbalanced configuration and, at the same time, different widths of the downstream branches
(see Chapter 6). Hence, the theory should be extended in order to the case of self-formed channel,
whose geometry may adjust to hydraulic conditions. An attempt in this direction has been recently
pursued by Miori et al. (2004). Such analysis preliminarily requires the introduction of suitable
’regime’ equations able to define an equilibrium channel width in terms of flow and sediment
characteristics. Several empirical relationships of this kind have been proposed in the literature.
Here the rational formula obtained by Griffiths (1981):
b = 5.28QS1.26D−1.5s , (2.20)
and the empirical formula proposed by Ashmore (2001) are reported:
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Figure 2.20: Relationship between the Shields stress and width/depth ratio as determined by the
equation of Ashmore (2001) (a) and Griffiths (1981) (b) (Ds = 0.05 m).
b = 0.087Ω0.559D−0.445s , (2.21)
where Q is the water discharge, Ds the mean grain size, S the average bed slope and Ω is the
stream power.
The introduction of a ’regime’ relationship in the model of Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) implies
that the upstream values of Shield stress and width ratio are no longer independent and follow the
regime relationships reported in Figure 2.20.
We notice that the proposed ’regime’ relationships provide values of the Shields stress falling
within a neighbor the threshold of the value for the incipient motion; as a consequence, bifurca-
tions in self-formed channels are more likely to display an unbalanced configuration, falling in the
region where the system admits of three solutions. The model results are reported in Figure 2.21,
where the ’regime’ equation proposed by Ashmore (2001) has been used.
The equilibrium configurations are similar to that obtained with fixed channel widths; for
values of the width to depth ratio typical of gravel bed rivers, three solutions are possible and the
two unbalanced configurations are stable. In Figure 2.21(b) the predicted ratio between the width
of the downstream channels is reported: note that the width differences are less marked than that
of flow discharges.
The model also reproduces the difference in bed elevation at the bifurcation, as shown in
Figure 2.22 where ∆η is the difference of bed elevation at the inlet of downstream channels scaled
by the depth of the upstream channel. The degree of asymmetry increases the more unbalanced
is the discharge distribution, as also suggested by field and laboratory observations (see Chapter 4
and 6).
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Figure 2.21: Equilibrium discharge ratio (a) and width ratio (b) in the downstream branches as a
function of the width/depth ratio (S = 0.01,Ds = 0.05m)
Figure 2.22: Equilibrium values of the parameter ∆η as a function of the width to depth ratio of
the upstream channel. (S = 0.01,Ds = 0.05m)
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3 Experimental study on bed and bank
evolution in bifurcating channels
3.1 Introduction
The possibility of predicting the planimetric and altimetric evolution of natural rivers is still an
ongoing debate and strongly depends at present on the type of river we are dealing with. While the
essential processes characterising the dynamics of single thread meandering channels have been
widely investigated in the last two decades (the subject has been recently reviewed by Seminara et
al., 2001), effective modelling of channel adjustment in braided rivers can only be achieved over
short prediction spans (e.g. Jagers, 2003).
The main reason for such difficulty must be sought in a crucial difference between single
and multiple channel rivers, which essentially involves the time scales of bed and bank evolution.
In river meanders bank erosion is mainly controlled by sediment cohesion and vegetation, which
forces the planform to evolve on a much longer time scale with respect to the process of bed defor-
mation. This implies that, as a first approximation, the corresponding mathematical problem can
be decoupled, which provides a much simpler description compared with multiple thread chan-
nels. The peculiarity of braided rivers is that each channel can be considered, to a certain extent,
as laterally unconstrained (Murray & Paola, 1994); hence, their dynamics depends strongly on
the interaction between the altimetric patterns and the planimetric configuration. Both laboratory
models and field studies suggest that under these conditions the planform of single channels is
often unstable as bifurcations are promoted. This occurs preferentially through the mechanism of
chute cutoff due to local flow acceleration (see Ashmore, 1991).
The above process is also common to other river morphologies. Striking evidence is offered
by meandering channels, where the occurrence of chute cutoff gives rise to a cyclic reduction
of channel sinuosity (Howard, 1996). Besides being common in meandering (Gay et al., 1998),
pseudo-meandering (Bartholdy & Billi, 2002) and anastomosing rivers (Makaske, 1998), the pro-
cess is quite frequent and ubiquitous in braided streams as witnessed by the weakly meandering
character of each single branch.
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Very few attempts have been made at present to explain the mechanics of chute cutoff (Klaassen
& van Zanten, 1989; Slingerland and Smith, 1998; Jagers, 2003). Such knowledge appears even
more relevant when considering that a braided pattern seems to reflect the history of few (say, one
or two) active branches, though the number of wet channels can be quite large (Mosley, 1983;
Ashmore, 2001). This suggests that the evolution of a braided network could be reconstructed in
terms of the dynamics of single thread weakly meandering channels interacting at joining points,
like confluences and bifurcations, provided bed and bank evolution processes are not decoupled.
This ’synthetic’ schematisation of braiding might provide a way to predict the time evolution of
such complex systems over a relatively long time span: indeed, models in which the network
development results from the interaction among single objects like channels and nodes (Murray
& Paola, 1994; Jagers, 2001; Thomas & Nicholas, 2002) seem to produce more reliable results,
particularly in the medium and long term, with respect to the classical approach that solves the
governing equations for the fluid and solid phases.
The dynamics of channels and nodes is mutually dependent. Channel adjustment is largely
controlled by the processes of node shifting, creation or annihilation; in turn, bifurcations often
occur after a well defined sequence of in-channel events (Ashmore, 1991) which reflect the strong
interaction between the planimetric and the altimetric response. All these processes have been
independently investigated and understood in detail, particularly those related with the effect on the
bed deformation of planimetric non-uniformities, such as channel curvature and width variations.
The role of planimetric forcing on the equilibrium bed topography has been analysed in detail in
Section 2.3. It has been pointed out also how symmetrical width variations causes the formation
of a central steady bar, hence triggering the bifurcation of the stream. The above findings agree
qualitatively with the results of the laboratory investigations of Ashworth (1996) on the evolution
of a confluence - diffluence unit. The formation of a central bar downstream of the confluence
induces the flow to diverge and to concentrate towards the banks, determining the instability of the
planimetric configuration.
Notice however that most of the above results on bed dynamics mainly refer to fixed-bank
channels; hence, a detailed knowledge of the simultaneous development of the bed and the banks
of laterally unconstrained channels is presently not available. The above issue might be rephrased
in terms of the following questions: how are free-forced bed interactions affected by the erodible
character of the boundaries? How can the altimetric pattern modify the evolution of channel
planform? Which conditions define the occurrence of channel bifurcations?
The attempt of providing a quantitative characterisation of bed and bank evolution of a laterally
unconstrained channel until the occurrence of the first bifurcation is pursued in the present work.
Four sets of experimental runs have performed, with both uniform and graded sediments, in order
to highlight the interaction between planimetric and altimetric development and to ascertain the
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combined role of free and forced altimetric bed responses. In each experimental run the following
sequence of processes has been invariably detected: the initially straight channel first widens,
then forms an alternate pattern of bars, which determines the occurrence of a regular sequence
of erosional bumps along both banks. Therefore, a slightly meandering configuration establishes,
displaying fairly large width oscillations. Under these conditions the pattern of previously formed
bars appears highly reworked and soon leads to the occurrence of flow bifurcation through a chute
cutoff mechanism.
Experimental findings on planform development suggest that a suitable criterion for channel
bifurcation can be given, through the Fourier analysis of bank profiles, in terms of the relevant
dimensionless parameters, namely the Shields stress and the width to depth ratio of the channel.
The Chapter is organised as follows: in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 a description of the experi-
mental setup and of the data analysis procedure is given. In Section 3.5 the results of the altimetric
and planimetric evolution of the channel are presented and the bifurcation process is finally anal-
ysed. In Section 6 a summary of experimental results is included along with some concluding
remarks.
3.2 Experimental set up
A laboratory model reproduces the main features of water and sediment motion of a gravel bed
braided river provided it satisfies the Froude similarity and the flow is fully turbulent, hydraulically
rough and the dominance of bed load transport is ensured (Yalin, 1971). A laboratory flume that
meets the above criteria reproduces the behaviour and the processes of a gravel bed stream in
general (Ashmore, 1982). The main advantages in physical model investigations are the direct
control of specific variables and the possibility to observe and to measure the development of
planimetric and altimetric patterns, even if all the characteristics of a prototype stream can not be
modelled in the correct way (Young & Warburton, 1996).
The experiments were carried out in a laboratory flume, 12 m long and 0.6 m wide, in the
Hydraulic Laboratory of the University of Trento (Figure 3.1). A constant water discharge, mea-
sured through an electromagnetic meter on the delivery pipe, and a constant sediment rate were
supplied into the channel. The sand was fed through a volumetric sand feeder and dropped into the
channel via a diffuser, in order to avoid local disturbances. The appropriate sediment discharge
in equilibrium with the values of water discharge and channel slope for each experimental run
was fed into the channel, in order to achieve an overall equilibrium, i.e. to avoid, on the average,
bed degradation or aggradation. At the channel inlet a system of metallic meshes regularised the
incoming flow and at the downstream end of the flume a tailgate was constructed to maintain the
outlet elevation. Along both sides of the channel a 0.3 m high rail supported a carriage used for
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Figure 3.1: The initial configuration of the channel.
levelling the bed and measuring bottom topography and the channel planimetric evolution. The
rail slope could be adjusted to the prescribed value.
The experiments involved different values of water discharge (Q), sediment rate (Qs) and ini-
tial slope (S), which were chosen to obtain values of dimensionless parameters typical of gravel
bed rivers (Table 3.1). The above initial values were calculated under the assumption of uniform
flow with reference to the initial trapezoidal section. In Table 3.1 the following notation is em-
ployed: Ds is the mean grain diameter, σ is the geometric standard deviation of the grain size
distribution, while the dimensionless parameters ϑ, β, ds are the Shields stress, the width ratio of
the channel and the relative roughness, respectively, which are defined as follows:
ϑo =
τo
(ρs−ρ)gDs , βo =
bo
Do
, ds =
Ds
Do
, (3.1)
where b is the half free surface width, D is the reach averaged value of water depth, ρs and ρ
are the sediment and water density, g is gravity and τ is the average bed shear stress. The subscript
o denotes the initial (reference) values of parameters and variables.
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RUN D s     [mm] σ
S          
[%]
Q  · 10-3  
[m³/s]
Q s       
[g/s] β o  o d so
A1-10 0.5 1 1 0.167 0.567 4.74 0.086 0.059
A1-15 0.5 1 1 0.250 0.833 4.03 0.104 0.047
A1-20 0.5 1 1 0.333 1.517 3.61 0.118 0.040
A1.5-7 0.5 1 1.5 0.117 0.267 6.03 0.099 0.081
A1.5-10 0.5 1 1.5 0.167 0.767 5.16 0.117 0.066
A1.5-15 0.5 1 1.5 0.250 1.600 4.36 0.142 0.053
A1.5-20 0.5 1 1.5 0.333 2.333 3.90 0.162 0.045
B1.5-20 1.3 1 1.5 0.333 0.583 3.58 0.069 0.103
B1.5-25 1.3 1 1.5 0.417 1.350 3.31 0.076 0.091
B1.5-30 1.3 1 1.5 0.500 1.517 3.12 0.082 0.083
B2-15 1.3 1 2 0.250 0.467 4.20 0.076 0.130
B2-20 1.3 1 2 0.333 1.050 3.77 0.086 0.111
B2-25 1.3 1 2 0.417 1.650 3.48 0.095 0.099
B2-30 1.3 1 2 0.500 1.900 3.27 0.103 0.090
MB1.5-7 0.8 1.7 1.5 0.117 0.350 5.71 0.066 0.120
MB1.5-10 0.8 1.7 1.5 0.167 0.450 4.91 0.077 0.099
MB1.5-15 0.8 1.7 1.5 0.250 0.783 4.17 0.093 0.079
MB1.2-10 0.8 1.7 1.2 0.167 0.400 4.69 0.065 0.093
MB1.2-15 0.8 1.7 1.2 0.250 0.700 4.00 0.078 0.075
MC1.5-15 1.04 2.1 1.5 0.250 0.783 4.07 0.074 0.099
MC1.5-20 1.04 2.1 1.5 0.333 1.717 3.65 0.084 0.085
MC1.5-25 1.04 2.1 1.5 0.417 2.133 3.38 0.092 0.075
MC2-12 1.04 2.1 2 0.200 1.283 4.70 0.083 0.121
MC2-15 1.04 2.1 2 0.250 2.000 4.30 0.092 0.107
MC2-17 1.04 2.1 2 0.283 2.283 4.10 0.098 0.100
MC2-22 1.04 2.1 2 0.367 3.000 3.72 0.109 0.087
Table 3.1: Experimental conditions of the performed runs.
The experimental investigation consisted of four sets of experiments. In the first two sets
(denoted by ”A” and ”B” in the following) two different well sorted quartz sand distributions were
used, with values of the mean diameter Ds of 0.5 mm and 1.3 mm, respectively. Note that the
restriction to almost uniform sediments allows for a closer comparison between experimental data
and existing theories, since most theoretical results have been derived with reference to uniform
grain size.
The other two sets of runs were performed with two different bimodal mixtures, that are de-
noted by MB and MC in the following. MB was a weakly bimodal mixture, obtained with equal
percentages of sands A and B, whereas MC was a strongly bimodal mixture, resulting from equal
percentages of sand A and another uniform sand (C) whose diameter was 1.9 mm. The degree of
bimodality of MB (MC) was chosen to be lower (higher) than the threshold value beyond which
the critical shear stress for the incipient motion of each fraction becomes dependent on the size
according to Wilcock (1993).
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3.3 Experimental procedure
In each experiment the following procedure was adopted.
The bed was flattened to the prescribed slope using a wide scraper attached to a carriage that
ran along the rails. At the same time a narrow channel of trapezoidal shape was cut into the
cohesionless sloping surface, with base width of 6 cm and sloping banks such that the initial width
of the free surface was 8-12 cm (see Figure 3.1). Then a very low discharge was passed over the
bed to prepare a smoothly saturated surface.
During the runs, the planimetric development of the channel was continuously monitored and
documented through series of pictures taken from a digital camera mounted on a carriage that ran
along the longitudinal rails, every picture covering 1 m of the channel length. Dry bed topography
was surveyed periodically, with a laser scanning device, on a regular grid spacing 10 cm in the
longitudinal direction and 1 cm in the transverse direction.
Each experimental run followed same method and sequence of measurements, until finish-
ing when channel bifurcation occurred. At first each run was performed without interruptions
while continuously monitoring its planimetric evolution. Then the experimental run was repeated,
starting from the same initial condition and settings, with a regular sequence of stops that were
imposed in order to perform laser survey of the dry bed topography. The experiment was restarted
after any intermediate stop and the effect of bar dissection induced by the withdrawal of the water
was always found to be negligible. In a few runs the planimetric evolution of the system led the
channel banks to reach the fixed walls of the flume before the occurrence of a bifurcation.
Additional measurements of surface flow velocity were made at fixed locations along the chan-
nel using a high-speed video camera and light particles as flow tracers. During the experiments
the presence of bedforms was observed and their wavelength and migration speed estimated. The
sediment discharge was collected periodically using a trap placed at the downstream end of the
channel and compared with the sediment supply Qs at the inlet.
3.4 Data analysis
In order to characterise quantitatively the conditions that determine channel bifurcation, both
planimetric and altimetric data, namely the evolution in time of channel width, bank profiles and
bed elevation have been analysed.
As shown in Figure 3.2, prior to the occurrence of flow bifurcation the channel exhibited a
fairly regular and periodic pattern, displaying a negligible longitudinal variation of the overall
geometry within the measuring reach; this enabled to employ a Fourier Transform procedure to
process the above data. The analysis of bank and bottom configuration was performed both on the
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Figure 3.2: A step of the evolution of the channel: a slow meandering channel displaying regular
width variations.
whole channel and per single wavelength. No significant differences were detected in the com-
puted results. The Fourier analysis allowed to determine the wave number λw and the amplitude δ
of bank oscillations, defined in terms of the length L and amplitude A of the leading component of
the Fourier representation of bank profile. In the dimensionless form they read:
λw =
2pi
L/bo
, δ = Aw
2bo
. (3.2)
A suitable procedure was devised to inspect the length of the record looking for the condition
which maximized the amplitude of the leading component of the spectrum. It is worth noticing
that in all cases such component was clearly distinguishable as shown in Figure 3.3. This fact is
closely related to the control exerted on the planimetric bank profile by the development of free
bars in the channel.
The bed topography elevation was analysed through a 2D Fourier procedure in order to recog-
nise the contribution of different bar patterns to the overall bed morphology. In the following
the "1st transverse mode" denotes the alternate bar pattern and the "2nd transverse mode" denote
a central bar structure. The geometrical characteristics of such modes are given in terms of the
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Figure 3.3: A typical Fourier spectrum of the longitudinal bank profile (run B2-20).
dimensionless values of bar wave number λb (scaled with the reach averaged value of half channel
width b) and of the corresponding amplitude Ab (scaled with the initial depth of the flow Do).
The major problem encountered in the analysis of topographical data is the definition of suit-
able reach averaged values of the relevant dimensionless parameters, namely the Shields stress ϑ
and the width ratio β. In fact, their evaluation for a given channel configuration would also require
the direct measure of flow depth or velocity. In the absence of local measures of such variables a
possible way to determine the average depth is to refer to the uniform flow that would occur in a
rectangular channel with the same average width and for the same values of water discharge and
longitudinal slope. The latter was not found to vary appreciably during the experimental run with
respect to the initial prescribed value. Note that the above procedure does not take into account the
actual geometry of channel cross sections and the consequent non uniform lateral distribution of
bottom stress; at low values of Shields stress this may imply a strong underestimate of the average
shear stress, as also pointed out in a recent contribution by Ferguson (2003). This is shown in
Figure 3.4 where predicted values of the sediment discharge obtained with the above simplified
procedure are compared with observed values (open symbols).
To overcome this difficulty an alternative procedure was adopted whereby the measured bot-
tom topography was used to define a transverse partition of the cross section into narrow strips in
order to compute the sediment rate as the sum of the contributions associated with the local values
of flow depth. A suitable reach averaged value of ϑ was then defined as the value correspond-
ing to the computed solid discharge in a rectangular channel with the same width. In this way
more realistic values of ϑ, and hence of Qs can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3.4 (closed sym-
bols). It is worth noticing that the agreement with the observed data also depends on the sediment
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the measured solid discharge and that calculated according to
two different estimates of the Shields stress.
transport formula adopted in the computation. Results reported in Figure 3.4 are obtained using
Parker (1990) relationship, which performs better at relatively low values of Shields stress, which
are more relevant for present analysis. The use of a bedload transport formula of Meyer-Peter &
Müller type, which includes a threshold value, would cause overestimates of measured sediment
discharge. The same procedure was adopted to compute the reach averaged value of the width
ratio β.
3.5 Results
In this Section a quantitative description of the observed channel dynamics is presented, focusing
the attention on the interaction between bar structures and planimetric patterns. Experimental
data are also compared with theoretical results on both bar and channel planform evolution in
straight and weakly meandering channels (Colombini et al., 1987; Tubino & Seminara, 1990). The
discussion of experimental results also comprises further information concerning the configuration
displayed at channel bifurcations, namely the angle between the two downstream channels and the
relationship among the relevant flow parameters at the onset of bifurcation.
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3.5.1 Altimetric evolution
Since the initial width of the channel was not in equilibrium with the imposed flow discharge, an
initial, almost uniform widening of the straight channel occurred. The width of the channel at the
beginning of each experiment was set such as the value of the width ratio βo was lower than the
threshold value βc for the formation of free alternate bars (Colombini et al., 1987), which implies
a stable plane bed configuration.
The formation of regular trains of migrating alternate bars was then observed as channel
widening and the consequent reduction of the average water depth caused the width ratio β to
exceed the threshold value (see Figure 3.5).
Bar amplitude and wave number were determined processing the output of the laser bed survey
through a Fourier transform procedure. In the first two series of the runs (A and B) the bars were
fairly regular, with dimensionless wave number λb ranging between 0.35 and 0.45, which roughly
corresponds to the typical range of values of free alternate bars in channels with fixed banks and
uniform sand (Tubino et al., 1999).
A slightly different behaviour was observed in the two series of runs with bimodal mixtures. In
Figure 3.5: Formation of alternate bars in the early stage of channel development.
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Figure 3.6: Example of sorting pattern for three stages of channel development in bimodal sedi-
ment. Dark regions denote the accumulation of coarse particles.
this case bar morphology was less regular, especially in the MC runs (Table 3.1) characterised by a
higher degree of bimodality where the lengths of single bar units were different and the migration
speed was considerably reduced. The dimensionless wave number was on the average lower com-
pared with uniform sediments, ranging between 0.25 and 0.3. Moreover, the presence of graded
sediment caused the formation of regular sorting patterns, characterised by the selective deposi-
tion of coarse particles on the bar fronts (Figure 3.6). These findings agree with the theoretical and
experimental results of Lanzoni & Tubino (1999) and Lanzoni (2000), who highlighted the role
played by sediment non uniformity on the formation and equilibrium configuration of alternate
bars in straight channels.
The observed morphological features of bars have been also compared with those predicted
by the weakly non linear theory of Colombini et al. (1987) (Figure 3.7). The theoretical results
refer to a sequence of alternate bars that have reached an equilibrium amplitude in straight channel
with fixed banks. This configuration differs from that of present experiments, where the channel
banks are subject to lateral erosion. In the latter case the role of the forcing effects of planform
non uniformities, such as channel curvature and width variations, may prevent the achievement of
an equilibrium amplitude and cause modification of bar structures through non linear interaction
(Tubino & Seminara, 1990; Repetto & Tubino, 1999).
Note that, in the early stage of channel evolution, when the amplitude of such planimetric
forcing remains relatively small, bars may undergo a finite amplitude development such that their
amplitude is quite well predicted by the theory, at least within the weakly non linear regime,
(β < 2βc), in which the theory is applicable.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between the measured values of bar hight and theoretical predictions of
Colombini et al. (1987).
As the experimental run proceeds, the adjustment of the flow field to the presence of alternate
bars determines the lateral shift of the main flow close to the banks and the formation of a regular
sequence of indentations along the bank profiles, (Figure 3.2), whose length scale coincides with
that of the alternate bars. The resulting planimetric configuration is a weakly meandering channel
that also exhibits regular width variations. As pointed out in the Introduction these planimetric
non uniformities may strongly affect bed topography, as they promote the transition from the
migrating free response (alternate bars) to a steady forced bed deformation. Bar structures then
progressively become fixed with respect to the planimetric configuration; this enhances local bank
erosion which, in turn, implies a further increase of the planimetric forcing effects.
Due to the above processes, only do the bars stop migrating, but also their morphology is
strongly modified. The analysis of the Fourier spectra of bed topography (Figure 3.8) reveals a
tendency for bed topography to evolve from alternate to central bar patterns as a run proceeds.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 summarise the results of the whole set of experiments for the amplitude of
the leading components of bed topography measured at the initial stage and at the final stage of
the experimental runs, respectively (notice that in the plots the cumulative effect of higher orders
transverse modes, 2nd and 3rd , is reported). Figures 3.8-3.10 show that a similar tendency was
displayed in almost all the experiments, with a decrease of the amplitude of the alternate bar
component (1st mode) and the simultaneous increase of the amplitude of higher order transverse
modes (2nd and 3rd). This embodies the fundamental mechanism leading to channel bifurcation:
the resulting topography, forced by planimetric non uniformities, progressively leads to the process
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Figure 3.8: The amplitude of leading components of the Fourier spectrum of bed topography mea-
sured at three subsequent stages (t1, t2, t3) during the experimental run A1.5-10.
of chute cutoff of the alternate bars formed in the initial stage of the experiment.
One might be tempted to explain the above process in terms of the standard approach based on
linear theories, the so-called "bar theory of river meandering" (Fredsœ, 1978; Kuroki and Kishi,
1985) according to which the onset of braiding is related to the amplification of higher order
modes. As shown in Figure 3.11 this typically occurs for relatively large values of the width ratio
β, provided it exceeds a threshold value. Indeed the observed values of flow parameters at the onset
of bifurcation (in particular the width ratio) fall within the range of amplification of higher order
modes. Furthermore, the value of the dimensionless longitudinal wave number of bars λb was
found to invariably increase during the experiments since the length of bars was almost fixed and
equal to the "initial length", while the channel width increased (Equation 3.2). According to linear
theories this also promotes the instability of higher order transverse modes (Tubino et al., 1999).
However, the present experimental findings suggest that the modification of previously formed
bars and the transition to a central bar pattern occur when alternate bars have already undergone a
finite amplitude development, as shown in Figure 3.7, which implies that linear theories no longer
applies. Moreover, the experimental results show that the modification of bar structures is mainly
associated with the forcing effects of planform, which are not included in linear theories.
It is possible to observe that the Fourier spectrum reported in Figure 3.8 shows that the 3rd
transverse mode can attain a relatively high amplitude. Its role can be related to the asymmetry of
the planimetric configuration and to the history of the bed evolution. In fact, due to channel curva-
ture lateral erosion is alternatively shifted towards the left and right bank; hence, width variations
are not symmetrically displaced with respect to the channel axis. The presence of third harmonics
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the amplitude of alternate bars and that of transverse modes 2 +
3 in the initial stage of experimental runs.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the amplitude of alternate bars and that of transverse modes 2
+ 3 at the onset of the bifurcation.
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Figure 3.11: Threshold values of the width ratio for the occurrence of different river regimes ac-
cording to linear stability analysis.
has then to be considered in the light of the overall channel evolution, the final configuration being
the result of the gradual drifting of alternate bars towards the channel axis.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in the runs with graded sediments the evolution of bed
topography was slightly different. In particular, the development of higher order modes was less
prominent, the alternate bar mode being invariably dominant until the onset of the bifurcation
(Figure 3.10). This was mainly related to the deposition of coarse particles on bar fronts (Figure
3.6) which caused a local decrease of Shields stress, thus slowing down the evolution of the bed
configuration.
3.5.2 Planimetric evolution
In all the experiments the overall channel alignment was found to continuously adapt to macro-
scale perturbations of bed topography. As a result, the evolution of channel planform was crucially
controlled by the migration speed of alternate bars. Indeed, two different evolutionary scenarios
were detected that are closely related to the ratio between the migration speed of bars and the
bank erosion rate. In the case of cohesionless banks the latter process is mainly controlled by
the intensity of local erosion induced by migrating bars. Hence, both effects contributing to the
above ratio are related to the topographic expression of bars. The above ratio is a key parameter
that affects the subsequent development of the channel. Bars that migrate quite fast are unable
to produce high localised bank erosion in which case the amplitude of planform non uniformities
(width variations, curvature) can not reach a value high enough to suppress bar migration and to
enhance the development of a central pattern. The slowing down of bars is mainly related to the
continuous channel widening, with a consequent reduction of the averaged bed shear stress.
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Figure 3.12: Examples of the planimetric development in a slow run and in a fast run.
The experimental runs can be divided into two groups, namely "slow" runs and "fast" runs
(Figure 3.12). The above distinction also embodies a different mechanism of channel bifurcation.
The slow runs are characterised by slowly migrating bars, so that bend amplification is much larger
than channel migration, consequently width variations and channel curvature strongly affect bar
patterns and bifurcation occurs through the mechanism of chute cutoff. On the contrary, fast runs
are characterised by a much faster bar migration. In this case, bifurcation mainly occurs due to
the different mobility of single bar units which may lead a bar front to merge into a scour hole
left by the preceding bar. Most of the experiments displayed the characteristic of the "slow"
runs, in particular those with bimodal sediments which were invariably characterised by lower bar
migration speed due to the sorting effects (Lanzoni & Tubino, 1999).
The evolution of channel planform can be described through the Fourier analysis of bank
profiles, which clearly shows the presence of a dominant harmonic: its amplitude increases in
time and its length coincides with that of alternate bars (Figure 3.3).
The interrelation between altimetric and planimetric patterns is quantitatively revealed by the
high correlation between the length of width variations and that of bars. This is shown in dimen-
sionless form in Figure 3.13, where the values of the wave number of width variations λw and of
bars λb, measured at the initial stage and at the onset of bifurcation, are compared. As pointed out
before, the increase of the dimensionless value of the wave numbers is mainly related to channel
widening, since λ is scaled through the actual width of the channel (Equation 2). On the contrary
the physical length of bank oscillation remains almost constant and coincides with the length of
bars that formed at the initial stage of the process.
The above findings may shed some light on the debated question of identifying typical length
scales in braided networks (Ashmore, 2001). According to our observations the spacing between
subsequent bifurcations is essentially related to the length of initially formed bars. Though this
picture neglects the reworking effects which may arise from the interaction between different
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between the wave numbers of bars (λb) and of the bank profiles (λw).
Figure 3.14: The braided reach of the Sunwapta River: field campaign of Summer 2003.
branches, a strong indication is obtained on the role of bars on the definition of the link length.
Figure 3.14 shows a braided pattern with a regular sequence of confluence-diffluence units.
The amplitude of the leading component of bank oscillations is plotted in Figure 3.15, versus
the width ratio, i.e. for increasing times. It is worth noticing that all the "slow" runs show a similar
behaviour, characterised by an initial growth, until a peak value is reached, followed by a stage
of slow decay. The occurrence of this maximum is of crucial importance as it may provide an
objective criterion to set the onset of the bifurcation. In fact, on the rising limb, bank oscillations
increase their amplitude as the main flow is shifted toward the bank by the presence of the alternate
bar. When the channel bifurcates, the flow erodes also the opposite banks, the location of max-
imum bank erosion shifts along the channel, leading to a more irregular bank line. The process
is depicted in Figure 3.16. As a consequence the amplitude of width variations starts decreasing
immediately after the occurrence of flow bifurcation.
The maximum values of the amplitude of bank oscillations are plotted in Figure 3.17, for
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Figure 3.15: Evolution of the dimensionless amplitude of bank oscillations as a function of the
width ratio.
Figure 3.16: The onset of flow bifurcation.
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Figure 3.17: Peak values of the dimensionless amplitude of bank oscillations as a function of
Shields stress.
all of the experiments. These values are greater than the threshold values above which migrat-
ing alternate bars are suppressed in variable width channels as predicted by Repetto & Tubino
(1999). Furthermore, present experimental results agree qualitatively with the above theoretical
analysis, which predicts that the threshold amplitude of width variations that marks the transition
from migrating alternate bars to steady central bars is a decreasing function of the Shields stress
ϑ. Also note that the two "fast" runs show a different behaviour, reaching a maximum value of
approximately 0.1. In this case width variations are unable to stop the migration of the bars. The
maximum amplitude of bank oscillations attains, on the average, higher values in the runs with
graded sediments, which may be seen as a further indirect effect of the reduced mobility of bars in
this case. As a result, the bifurcation occurs at higher values of the width ratio and consequently
at lower values of the Shields stress.
3.5.3 Flow parameters at incipient bifurcation
Once an objective criterion for the occurrence of the bifurcation has been established, as discussed
in the preceding Subsection, it is then possible to describe channel geometry and characterise
channel and flow at the onset of flow bifurcation.
The angles between the streamlines of the two main branches were measured, analysing the
planimetric configuration. The observed values range between 35 and 55 degrees, displaying a
weakly positive dependence on the width ratio of the channel. In the runs with graded sediments,
the formation of a central wedge shaped deposit of coarse particles was invariably observed (as
shown in Figure 3.18). The characteristic angles of this sorting pattern was slightly greater than
the streamline angles, ranging between 40 and 60 degrees, (see Figure 3.19). These findings are
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Figure 3.18: The central, wedge shaped deposit of coarse particles.
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Figure 3.19: Angles of bifurcations measured by the planimetric configuration (left) and angles of
the central deposit (right).
in fairly good agreement with other experimental and field observations. In particular, Federici
& Paola (2003), investigating the occurrence of bifurcations in diverging channels, found that the
angle between the two branches was typically about 50 degrees, with a larger value of the angle
formed by the central bar deposit.
Finally, in Figure 3.20 the path of each experimental run in the ϑ−β plane is traced. The plot
describes the instantaneous reach-averaged hydraulic conditions. Each run is represented in this
plane by a decreasing curve, the last point of which roughly corresponds to the flow conditions at
the onset of flow bifurcation. The experimental runs in which bifurcation did not occur before the
channel reached the fixed flume banks are plotted in Figure 3.20 with dashed lines.
It appears that the values of the Shields stress and of the width ratio at the onset of bifurcation
can be somehow related, at least for the runs with uniform sediments. The points sit along a critical
curve, whereby larger values of the Shields stress are associated with larger values of the width
ratio. The diameter of the sediments does not seem to affect this relationship, in that series A and
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Figure 3.20: Bifurcation points on the plane Shields stress - width ratio.
B display a similar behaviour.
It must be pointed out that results obtained with graded sediments do not conform to the above
behaviour. The paths on the ϑ− β plane show a similar trend, but the bifurcation points are
more scattered and correspond to lower values of Shields stress and higher values of width ratio.
Finally, it is worth noticing that the two "fast" runs display a different behaviour and bifurcate at
lower values of the width ratio, which confirms a different bifurcation mechanism.
3.6 Discussion
In this work the attention has been focused on the interaction between bed and bank processes
which characterised the evolution of laterally unconstrained channels.
The following outcomes are significant:
• in a laterally unconstrained planform the development of forcing effects, which are mainly
related to width variations, lead to a strong modification of the bar structures, driving the
transition from spontaneously developing migrating bars to fixed steady bars;
• the main effect of bars on the planimetric pattern is the generation of channel curvature and
width variations through local bank erosion. Bar migration speed is a crucial parameter
which controls the subsequent development of the channel, in that channel dynamics may
be strongly or weakly conditioned by planimetric forcing depending on the ratio of bar
migration speed to lateral bank erosion rate (this sensitive dependence on the migration
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properties of bars may result in a severe restriction on the applicability of numerical models
to predict channel changes with cohesionless boundaries);
• the analysis of the development of the planimetric configuration allowed to define an objec-
tive criterion for the occurrence of channel bifurcation; in particular the amplitude of width
variations and channel sinuosity increases until the onset of bifurcation and then decreases
as the concentration of the main flow is shifted towards bank lines that were previously
undisturbed;
• the planimetrically driven modification of bar structures is responsible for flow and channel
bifurcation, occurring mainly through the mechanisms of chute cutoff and of bar dissection;
• experimental findings suggest that the length of bars developing in the channel strongly
influences the longitudinal spacing of bifurcation points, which implies a bar control on the
scale of link length in braided rivers.
The experimental investigation also allowed to characterise the flow and channel geometry at
the onset of bifurcation: the configuration was described in terms of both geometrical properties, as
the angle between the two main flow directions downstream, and by hydrodynamical parameters,
like the average Shields stress and channel width ratio. This characterisation provides useful data
and possible rules to be implemented in predictive models of channel changes in braided systems
(e.g. Murray & Paola, 1994; Jagers, 2003), with the aim of ensuring a more physical base to the
prescribed rules. Indeed, understanding and predicting the occurrence of channel bifurcations is
a crucial step to improve morphological predictions in braided networks, as chute cutoffs control
the position of the main flow, therefore channel adjustment and the location of bank erosion.
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configurations of river bifurcations
4.1 Introduction
The bifurcation is a crucial building block of braided networks: it causes braiding initiation and
it determines flow division in the downstream branches (Figure 4.1). In spite of its importance,
few quantitative investigations have been carried out and there is a major lack of information on
flow and sediment distribution in the downstream channels, on the bed configuration close to the
bifurcation region and on the existence and stability of equilibrium configurations.
It is now useful to summarise the most relevant experimental studies on river bifurcations.
Bifurcations in braided streams are often found to arise in the context of a confluence-diffluence
unit, as examined by Ferguson et al. (1992); the effect of channel divergence has been investigated
experimentally by Federici & Paola (2003), who showed that in this configuration a central deposi-
tion is likely to occur, due to flow divergence that determines stream bifurcation into two branches.
Federici & Paola (2003) pointed out that two different configurations may exist, depending mainly
on the value of the Shields stress in the upstream channel. For relatively high values of the Shields
Figure 4.1: Bifurcation in a braided river (Sunwapta River, Canada).
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stress the bifurcation was found to show a stable configuration, with both branches open, while
a low sediment rate eventually leads to close one of the branches. The authors notice that this
’switch’ configuration is triggered also by the non uniformity of initially and boundary conditions:
the bifurcation stability might be significantly affected by a slight flow upstream perturbation.
As indicated by de Heer & Mosselman (2004) the bifurcation angle may be a crucial ingredient
to determine a proper physically-based nodal point relation, as it strongly affects flow structure and
the division of bedload transport rates in an alluvial diversion with fixed walls.
Hirose et al. (2003) investigated the role of alternate bars on the equilibrium configuration of a
’Y’ shaped configuration. They highlighted how the migration of free bed forms alternately shifts
the main flow in the upstream channel and consequently induces a fluctuation of the water and
sediment discharge in the two downstream branches.
In the present Chapter the outcomes of an experimental study on equilibrium configurations
of channel bifurcations are presented. This study is the first systematic attempt to quantitatively
describe the equilibrium configuration of a bifurcation, both in terms of bed topography and of
flow distribution. The experiments have been carefully designed in order to test the validity of the
theoretical predictive model presented by Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) and discussed in Section 2.5.
The aim of the experimental work is to verify the existence of asymmetrical equilibrium configu-
rations, with both branches open, for an imposed planimetrically symmetrical configuration. Such
unbalance is actually predicted theoretically for low values of the Shields stress and high values of
the width ratio in the upstream channel by Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003). The attention is focused
on the ratio between the discharges in the two downstream branches and on the differences in bed
elevation at the bifurcation.
In the experimental study the influence of bar formation and migration on equilibrium and
stability has been also analysed. The presence of large scale bedforms in the upstream channel
enhances two-dimensional effects on flow division, that may alter the stability conditions identified
in a purely one-dimensional context. Moreover bedforms migration can promote morphodynamic
unsteadiness, shifting the observed configuration to a more oscillating pattern.
Finally, the results are analysed referring to the theoretical framework of two-dimensional
morphodynamic influence (Section 2.4). In this context, the transverse slope induced by an un-
balanced bifurcation plays a similar role to the forcing effect of channel curvature in a sequence
of straight reaches connected with bends of constant curvature, that typically produces the well
known overdeepening phenomenon. The morphodynamic influence of bifurcation is investigated
relating the observations, namely the upstream and downstream channel topography and the flow
pattern, to the preferential conditions characterising the ’free’ response of the system, represented
by the ’resonant’ value of the width ratio (Blondeaux & Seminara, 1985).
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4.2 Experimental set up
A new laboratory flume was constructed in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the University of Trento,
in order to model large scale river morphodynamics with a special focus on the investigation of the
planimetric and altimetric evolution of a braided network. The flume, with concrete walls, is 25 m
long and 2.90 m wide (Figure 4.2). Its peculiar external width, 3.14 m, suggested the name pi.
The water discharge is supplied by a pump, regulated with an inverter, that allows to set dis-
charge values from 0.5 to 20 liters per minute. At the upstream end of the flume, the first meter is
devoted to dissipate the kinetic energy of the incoming flow. At the downstream end a tailgate is
placed in order to fix the bed elevation. A chute conveys the flow in a submerged tank, held up by
four load cells, that measure the weight of the transported sediments at 1-minute intervals.
The sediment input is provided by an open circuit, made up by a volumetric sand feeder with
three screws that convey the sand into the flume through a diffuser. Only dry sand is fed, in order
to ensure a constant and well defined input, particularly for relatively low sediment rates.
Two different sets of rails have been mounted: the inner one supports a carriage for levelling
the bed at the prescribed slope. The outer one has been positioned with high accuracy as it supports
a carriage driven by a motor, whereby the measuring instruments can move along the longitudinal,
transversal and vertical directions. At present the monitoring instrumentation includes a laser
profiler and a water gauge (Figure 4.3), but the flume is planned to be equipped with a profile
indicator, that will allow to monitor the time evolution of bed topography and with a digital camera
Figure 4.2: Picture of the pi flume.
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Figure 4.3: The high precision automated carriage with the monitoring equipment.
in order to produce digital photogrammetric images of the evolving patterns. The flume has been
designed also with the aim of reproducing the typical unsteadiness that characterise hydrological
inputs to natural braided rivers: water and sediment rates can be adjusted with a software and
automatically adjusted to the desired sequence.
For the present experiments a ’Y’ shaped configuration has been built inside the flume, consist-
ing in three channels with fixed walls and rectangular cross section, as shown in Figure 4.4. The
upstream channel is 5 m long and 0.36 m wide. The two downstream channels are 0.24 m wide
and the bifurcation angle has been set to 30 degrees. The width of the channels has been chosen in
order to reproduce typical configuration observed on natural bifurcations: rational regime theories
predict a non-linear relationship between the flow discharge and the channel width, implying a
ratio of 1.3 between the total width of the downstream channels and the upstream width, in the
case of a symmetrical configuration (Ashmore, 2001). In order to measure the water discharge in
each channel, the flow has been conveyed in two different tanks, where the flow depth is measured
through a triangular mill weir. The flume was filled with a well-sorted quartz sand, with mean
diameter of 0.63 mm.
4.3 Experimental procedures
The main goal of the experiments was to investigate the equilibrium configuration of the bifur-
cation, examining both flow distribution and bed topography. A second objective was to assess
how the presence of bedforms, namely alternate migrating bars, could affect equilibrium and its
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Figure 4.4: Upstream view of the ’Y’ shaped configuration.
stability.
Two sets of experiments were performed: the first, with a longitudinal bed slope of 0.3%,
was characterised by lower values of the aspect ratio and the formation of bar was inhibited. The
second series, with a higher slope (0.7%), was characterised by the occurrence of free bars, in
almost all the runs.
The influence of flow parameters, namely the width ratio β and the Shields stress ϑ, on the
equilibrium configuration was analysed by changing the values of water discharge and longitudinal
slope.
The relevant dimensionless parameters fell in the following ranges of values:
4 < β < 25 and 0.045 < ϑ < 0.11,
reproducing typical values that are found in natural braided networks. The flow parameters
characterising the incoming flow for all the runs are reported in Table 4.1, where S is the final bed
slope, Q is water discharge, D the average depth; rQ and ∆η are defined in the following Section.
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run s Q [liters/s] D [m] β  ds rQ ∆η
F3-18 0.0031 1.8 0.0167 10.77 0.0459 0.038 0.294 0.694
F3-20 0.0026 2 0.0189 9.55 0.0425 0.033 0.466 0.594
F3-21 0.0027 2.1 0.0191 9.45 0.0453 0.033 0.56 0.514
F3-23 0.0031 2.3 0.0194 9.26 0.0524 0.032 0.730 0.365
F3-25 0.0026 2.5 0.0215 8.38 0.0487 0.029 0.65 0.312
F3-29 0.0031 2.9 0.0223 8.08 0.0599 0.028 0.8 0.153
F3-37 0.0033 3.7 0.0254 7.09 0.0721 0.025 0.91 0.043
F3-45 0.0037 4.5 0.0277 6.50 0.0873 0.023 0.99 0.022
F3-61 0.0029 6.1 0.0363 4.95 0.0855 0.017 0.97 0.019
F7-06 0.0065 0.6 0.0068 26.30 0.0420 0.092 0 1.307
F7-07 0.0066 0.7 0.0075 23.91 0.0462 0.084 0 1.370
F7-08 0.0077 0.8 0.0077 23.30 0.0559 0.082 0 1.726
F7-09 0.0078 0.9 0.0083 21.66 0.0606 0.076 0.25 1.318
F7-10 0.0067 1 0.0093 19.38 0.0574 0.068 0.05 1.228
F7-12 0.0070 1.2 0.0102 17.71 0.0655 0.062 0.45 0.821
F7-13 0.0076 1.3 0.0105 17.21 0.0734 0.060 0.5 0.773
F7-15 0.0076 1.5 0.0113 15.88 0.0787 0.056 0.5 0.397
F7-17 0.0068 1.7 0.0126 14.28 0.0784 0.050 0.45 0.722
F7-20 0.0078 2 0.0134 13.45 0.0943 0.047 1 0.485
F7-24 0.0072 2.4 0.0153 11.73 0.0985 0.041 1 0.198
Table 4.1: Relevant parameters for the pi flume experiments.
In each experimental run the following procedure was adopted.
First the bed was flattened to the prescribed value, saturated with a very low water discharge
in order to have a smooth surface and then surveyed with the laser profile to check the initial
conditions.
Water discharge was then set to the prescribed value. The free surface level was surveyed with
the water gauge on ten locations along the ’Y’ configuration.
During the run the water discharge flowing in the two downstream channels was periodically
measured, gauging the water elevation in the downstream tanks. In addition a pressure sensor
device automatically measured water depth in the right tank at 2-minutes intervals.
When flow configuration and bed topography reached an equilibrium configuration the run was
stopped. Just before, the free surface level was gauged again and the sediments were collected in
two different basins for each channel.
Finally bed topography was surveyed with the laser profiler, on a grid spacing 10 cm in the
longitudinal direction and 1 cm in the transverse direction.
The runs characterised by the occurrence of free migrating bars behaved differently from those
where bedforms did not generate. Indeed, the system did not reach an equilibrium configuration,
as both flow distribution and bed topography showed an oscillating trend. The response of the
system could either fluctuate around the symmetrical configuration or lead to the closure of one of
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the two downstream branches.
The topography of the two downstream channels was analysed in order to highlight the dif-
ference in bed elevation at the upstream end, that invariably was detected when an asymmetrical
equilibrium configuration was reached. Data concerning bottom elevation were analysed through
a Fourier Transform procedure, in order to point out the presence of alternate bars and to assess
the downstream and upstream influence that bifurcation exerts on the channel morphology.
4.4 Experimental results
4.4.1 Bifurcations configuration
The configuration of a ’Y’ shaped bifurcation can be described referring to flow and sediment
distribution and to the morphology of the two downstream branches. In the following this notation
will be used: rQ is the ratio of the water discharges in the downstream channels (always defined
such that 0 < rQ < 1), rQs is the corresponding ratio of the sediment discharges, rs is the ratio
between the slopes of the two branches and ∆η is the difference in bed elevation at the upstream
end of the two downstream branches scaled with the mean flow depth of the incoming stream
(referred to as ’inlet step’ in the following).
The first set of runs clearly highlighted the existence of an unbalanced equilibrium configura-
tion in which the flow distribution into the two downstream branches became fairly asymmetric.
An example is reported in Figure 4.5 referring to run F3-21, in which the discharge ratio decreases
from the initial balanced solution towards the asymptotic value of 0.56, reached after about 12
hours.
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Figure 4.5: Run F3-21: time evolution of the discharge ratio rQ, as measured by the pressure
sensor device.
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Figure 4.6: Discharge ratio rQ versus Shields stress (a) and width ratio (b) for the runs with bed
slope equal to 0.003.
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Figure 4.7: Sediment discharge ratio rQs (a) and slope ratio rs (b) as functions of rQ at equilib-
rium.
In Figure 4.6 the discharge ratio rQ is reported as a function of the Shields stress (a) and of
the aspect ratio (b) for the runs characterised by a 0.3% slope. Note that rQ is in close relationship
with the parameters of the incoming channel. For low values of the Shields stress and for high
values of the aspect ratio, the symmetrical configuration has been found to be invariably unstable.
One of the two downstream channels became deeper and carried a larger part of the total water
and sediment discharge, even if the other one continued to be open and active.
A similar behaviour can be detected examining the ratio between the sediment transport rates.
Figure 4.7 (a) shows the values of rQs as function of the equilibrium discharge ratio rQ: sediment
discharges appear to be more unbalanced compared with flow distribution, due to the non linearity
of the relationship between water and sediment discharges.
The analysis of the bed topography in the downstream channels also showed a difference in
the slopes (Figure 4.7 b). In an unbalanced configuration the channel that carries a lower water
discharge is generally characterised by a milder slope, while the other is steeper, so that the ratio
between the slopes could reach values around 0.5 - 0.6 in the more unbalanced runs.
The description of the typical unbalanced equilibrium bifurcation is completed with the analy-
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Figure 4.8: Sample longitudinal profiles of the downstream branches (run F3-21).
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Figure 4.9: The dimensionless ’inlet step’ ∆η as a function of Shields stress (a) and width ratio (b).
sis of the difference in the bed elevation at the inlets of the two downstream branches: the channel
carrying the highest water discharge is invariably the deepest at its upstream end. In Figure 4.8
the longitudinal bed profiles of the downstream channels for run F3-21 are reported; here the wa-
ter was carried mostly by the left channel, with rQ reaching 0.56 at equilibrium. Two different
methods have been used to determine the inlet step, that lead to closer results. In the first case
∆η was determined as the average difference of the channels’ bed elevations in a reach located
immediately downstream of the bifurcation whose length has been chosen as about two times the
downstream channel width. In the second procedure the longitudinal profiles of the downstream
channels have been linearly interpolated and then ∆η has been computed as the relative distance
of these two lines at the bifurcation section.
All the morphodynamical properties defining bifurcation asymmetry has been found to be
related with the flow parameters of the upstream channel. Namely, higher values of ∆η correspond
to lower values of the Shields stress and to higher values of the aspect ratio (Figure 4.9). Moreover
it is worth pointing out that the relationship between the discharge ratio and the inlet step was found
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Figure 4.10: Relationship between the discharge ratio rQ and the inlet step ∆η.
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Figure 4.11: Two examples of a perturbation of the equilibrium in the case of symmetrical (a) and
asymmetrical (b) configuration.
to be almost linear and well represented by the following simple relationship
∆η = 1− rQ, (4.1)
as shown in Figure 4.10.
To assess the stability of the reached equilibrium configurations both the flow and bed topogra-
phy were modified by imposing an artificial perturbation. A fixed amount of sand was positioned
at the inlet of one of the two branches, just downstream of the bifurcation, in order to partially close
the channel. The sand accumulation suddenly modified the morphodynamic configuration of the
system, but, as indicated by the behaviour of the discharge ratio (Figure 4.11), such variations
were only temporary and after a short time lag, the system came back to the previous equilibrium
stage.
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4.4.2 The effect of bar migration on bifurcations configuration
The second set of experiments was characterised by a higher value of the longitudinal slope
(0.007); hence, the same values of the Shields stress correspond to higher values of the width
ratio. The threshold for the formation of free alternate bars was exceeded in all the runs and the
development of regular trains of migrating bars was observed at the beginning of each run (Figure
4.12a). The presence of alternate sequences of scour and deposition caused a regular lateral os-
cillation of the main flow towards the left or the right bank, thus alternatively forcing unbalanced
configurations of the bifurcation. This was associated with a regular fluctuation of the discharge
ratio around equilibrium.
In Figure 4.13 two examples are reported: the first one shows a run with a high value of the
Shields stress (F7-24), characterised by small oscillations around the equilibrium value of rQ. The
discharge distribution keeps almost balanced and the presence of bar affects slightly the bifurcation
configuration.
The second example (run F7-08, Figure 4.13b) shows an unbalanced run. The runs with lower
values of the Shields stress and higher values of the aspect ratio were characterised by two different
evolution time scales: the first one is related to the bar migration and it initially dominates; the
second one represent the time requested by the system to reach the equilibrium configuration,
characterised by the development of the inlet step. The presence of migrating, alternate bars further
complicates the above scenario, causing a sudden instability of the bifurcation, especially for the
Figure 4.12: Pictures and bed topography maps of the upstream channel. Initially free migrating
bars (a) and steady longer bars caused by the bifurcation (b).
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runs characterised by unbalanced configurations. Due to bedforms migration the flow suddenly
switch from one channel to the other, determining the closure and re-opening of the downstream
branches.
As observed in the case of a bend of constant curvature connected with two straight reaches
(Zolezzi et al., 2004), the lateral bed gradient due to the inlet step induced, for relatively high
values of the width ratio, an upstream influence (see Section 2.4), that displayed itself with the
formation of steady bars, whose wave length was equal to 1.5 - 2 times the length of the initial free
migrating bars. Their presence was invariably observed associated with the migration of small,
irregular fronts (Figure 4.12b).
The continuous interaction among free and forced bars prevented the system from reaching an
equilibrium configuration. The amplitude of the fluctuations depends on the governing parameters
and the bifurcation could be either characterised by an asymptotic value of the discharge ratio or
switch continuously.
The choice of equilibrium parameters is less obvious in this continuously unsteady framework.
Referring to the discharge ratio rQ the observation of the different evolution patterns suggested
to choose unity as the equilibrium value for balanced runs (as F7-24 in Figure 4.13a) and to
employ its minimum value when the bifurcation evolves asymmetrically (as in run F7-24 in Figure
4.13b). In this case the sudden switch between to unbalanced states induced by bar migration often
corresponds to mirror solutions whereby the discharge ratio shifts between two reciprocal values.
The inlet step is both affected by the presence of migrating bars and by the upstream influence
of the bifurcation. The computation of ∆η has been carried out both from the bed topography of
the downstream branches (as reported in the previous section) and from the analysis of the cross
sections located just upstream the bifurcation in the main channel. The amplitude of the steady bar
in the upstream channel can represent a good measure of the inlet step, which has been calculated
as the difference of the average level of the left and right sides of the above cross sections and
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Figure 4.13: Two examples of runs affected by bar migration: (a) balanced run F7-24, (b) unbal-
anced run F7-08.
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quantified through a Fourier analysis of each section as the amplitude of the first harmonic. The
two methods showed similar results.
The best quantification of the inlet step has been chosen as the maximum between the results
of the two methods. As expected from the theory on two-dimensional morphodynamic influence,
the location of the maximum inlet step height moves upstream as the width ratio increases.
In Figures 4.14 and 4.15 the values of the discharge ratio rQ and of the inlet step ∆η for all the
runs of the series with migrating bars are reported.
As observed in the first set of runs, a close relationship between the bifurcation configuration
(described by rQ and ∆η) and the flow parameters (Shields stress and width ratio) has been found.
The trend looks less regular due to the presence of alternate bars and to the increased complexity in
the choice of the significant values characterising the bifurcation. Two main differences between
these runs and the first series are worth to be pointed out:
1. the combined effect of higher width ratios and of bar migration caused the closure of one
downstream branch when the Shields stress fell below 0.06;
2. the amplitude of the inlet step has been found to be higher in the presence of bars, also
exceeding unity.
The above observations could be explained considering that the presence of alternate bars enhances
the asymmetry of bed configuration at the scale of bar migration even when the flow distribution
at the bifurcation is balanced.
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Figure 4.14: Discharge ratio in the downstream branches rQ as a function of Shields stress.
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Figure 4.15: Difference in bed elevation ∆η as a function of the aspect ratio.
4.5 Discussion
The one-dimensional theory proposed by Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) invariably predicted the
existence of unbalanced bifurcations for low Shields stress and high width ratio. The present
experiments (see Chapter 7 for a comparison) confirm the existence of the proposed solution and
definitely indicate how the equilibrium configurations depend on the relevant parameters of the
upstream flow. While the one-dimensional model of Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) has the great
advantage of predicting the equilibrium configuration of a Y-shaped bifurcation, more insight
in the process can be gained from the view point of two-dimensional morphodynamic influence,
whose theoretical framework provides possible explanations for the relevant physical mechanisms.
The experimental runs have been classified in sub and super-resonant, depending on the value
of the width ratio of the incoming flow falling below or above the resonant value (βR), originally
discovered by Blondeaux & Seminara (1985).
In Figures 4.16 and 4.17 the discharge ratio rQ and the inlet step ∆η are reported as a function
of the relative distance between the upstream flow and the resonant conditions. It appears that
the sub-resonant runs generally correspond to balanced configurations, whereas super-resonant
bifurcations are increasingly asymmetric.
An even more interesting fact is that the points of the two series merge in a unique curve.
This implies that the relative distance from resonant conditions, (βR−β)/βR is a suitable unified
parameter to describe the dependence of bifurcation morphodynamics from the average parameters
of the upstream channel.
Upstream influence occurring under super-resonant conditions is likely to enhance an initial
asymmetry, hence consolidating an unbalanced configuration. The formation of a steady alter-
nate bar upstream the bifurcation permanently deviates the main flow into one of the downstream
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branches.
Similarly, a sub-resonant run is characterised on the average by a flat transverse bed in the
upstream channel and therefore the bifurcation tends to keep balanced.
The present experiments suggest that further theoretical work is required in order to investigate
how a perturbation of the initial symmetrical state is enhanced under super-resonant conditions and
how this mechanism reinforces bifurcation asymmetry.
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Figure 4.16: Discharge ratio in the downstream branches rQ as a function of the relative distance
from resonant conditions.
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Figure 4.17: The inlet step ∆η as a function of the relative distance from resonant conditions.
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5 Field measurements
5.1 Introduction
The dynamics of braided networks is characterised by strong fluctuations and interactions which
occur at different spatial and temporal scales and lead to a continuous production and destruction
of bar-channel complexes (Ashworth & Ferguson, 1986; Ashmore, 1991; Ferguson et al., 1992;
Warburton, 1994). Both the altimetric and the planimetric pattern of braided streams may display
frequent and fast changes. The dynamics of braided rivers is much more complex than the evo-
lution of single channel streams, basically because braiding is determined by the interaction of
several channel evolving laterally at a much more faster scale due to the almost cohesionless char-
acter of their banks (e.g. Figure 5.1). Field data and laboratory investigations suggest that both
the number of channels and their position in the floodplain may vary over a timescale of the order
of hours or days of the competent flow (Hoey & Sutherland, 1991; Warburton, 1996; Ashmore,
2001).
Understanding the morphological changes of such complex systems and their relationships
with flow and sediment transport fluctuations preliminary requires the availability of detailed data
from actual networks. The recent development of numerical models, in particular those physically
based, claims distributed and detailed boundary conditions to be used either as input data or to
Figure 5.1: A proglacial braided river, Val Martello, South Tyrol, Italy.
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validate the predictions of the models themselves. Moreover, specific field surveying is needed to
validate theoretical and experimental results which have been recently obtained in the analysis of
single unit processes, like bifurcations and bar-channel interactions, which can be seen as building
blocks of braided networks (examples are reported in Chapters 2, 3, 4) (e.g. Repetto & Tubino,
1999; Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2001; Repetto et al., 2002; Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Federici &
Paola, 2003).
For these reasons, fluvial geomorphologists and engineers interested in the evolution of river
networks must face the need of field data collection, that is often onerous. Data from the field
commonly need to cover bed topography, grain size distribution, flow dynamics, water discharge
and sediment load. Collecting such integrated data set on the relevant morphodynamical changes
and describing in detail the dynamics of different branches require numerous teams that work for
long periods of time. Additional difficulties arise also from the choice of the appropriate field site,
that must combine a good accessibility and a morphodynamical scenario that has evolved under
the least possible anthropic effects. Moreover, research in this field has been mostly carried out
by scientific teams belonging to western and developed countries, where the number of naturally
evolving rivers has been strongly reduced by the impact of river regulation works; the desired
conditions are often met in regions located quite far from the usual working place.
In the last decades field activities have taken advantage from relevant innovations in monitor-
ing techniques and in particular from the development of digital photogrammetry, remote sensing
and flow measurements based on Doppler effect (Klaassen et al., 2002). Recently it has been
demonstrated (Chandler et al., 2002) that high resolution terrestrial digital imagery combined with
automated digital photogrammetry is able to supply terrain data with density unattainable by the
traditional survey techniques. Difficulties posed by the long periods of time and numerous team
required to collect integrated data sets have been reduced and the completeness of high quality
field data is gradually increasing.
There are few field data on the bifurcation process in literature: Ferguson et al. (1992) reported
the evolution of a chute and lobe unit of the Sunwapta River, Canada and showed how a sediment
wave could affect the bed topography, inducing a modification of the water distribution in the
two downstream branches. On a much larger spatial scale, but in a similar context, Richardson
& Thorne (2001) described the flow field in newly formed bifurcations on the Jamuna River,
Bangladesh. They pointed out that flow instability can generate a multi thread current and therefore
it can trigger the bifurcation process.
The present Chapter describes some field activities that have been planned and carried out with
the objective to monitor braided river reaches and to collect quantitative data on their morphology,
both on a static and dynamic point of view. A specific aim has been the quantitative characterisa-
tion of channel bifurcations, describing both the flow field and the bed topography, in order to test
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how theoretical predictions and the laboratory observations presented in Section 2.5 and Chapter
4 perform when applied to natural configurations.
Two field campaign were carried out in two different braided rivers.
1. The braided reach of the Ridanna Creek at Aglsboden, a small river in the North-East of
Italy, that has been monitored in these years for the first time. The field activity involved the
whole River Morphodynamics Research team of the Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department to carry out the feasibility, preparation, planning, management and implementa-
tion phases of the field survey. The goal of the field campaign has been the morphodynamic
characterisation of the whole network, together with a more detailed study of the configura-
tions of channel bifurcations.
2. The Sunwapta River, Jasper National Park, Canada. The reach monitored in the summer
2003 has been already surveyed in the past years. The activity was carried out in the frame-
work of an international research group directed by Peter Ashmore. This co-operation al-
lowed a fruitful sharing of knowledge, field techniques and research activities developed in
the different groups, as well as resources optimisation. Also in this case, the specific aim
was to investigate the dynamics of bifurcations.
A braided system is characterised by multiple spatial scales, from the size of grains that rep-
resent the scale of many sorting patterns typical of gravel bed rivers up to the width of the whole
braided belt, of the order of tenth single channel widths. This wide range increases the complexity
of the field monitoring: a detailed survey is needed in order to capture local processes and mor-
phological variations. Moreover the time scale of the morphological evolution could be very fast,
with consistent planimetric and altimetric modification occurring in few hours. To collect a com-
plete and up-to-date data set covering the wide range of relevant scales for a braided river is often
a great challenge that becomes impossible if the largest spatial scale is of the order of kilometres
as on the Jamuna River (Jagers, 2003).
A small network, as the braided reach of the Ridanna Creek at Aglsboden gives the possibility
of performing a complete survey of the network, covering topography and flow field on a time
scale compatible with the evolution time of the reach. From this point of view such a network can
be viewed as a laboratory model at a natural scale.
In this Chapter the objectives, field sites and monitoring techniques of the field activities on
the Ridanna Creek and the Sunwapta River are described. The analysis of the collected data are
presented in Chapter 6 where the outcomes concerning both the morphodynamics of bifurcations
and the description of the channel adjustment on the Ridanna Creek are discussed.
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5.2 The Ridanna Creek
5.2.1 Study location
The Ridanna Creek is a pro-glacial gravel bed river in South Tyrol, North East Italy. The study
reach lies in a glacial excavation plane (Aglsboden) placed at a medium elevation of 1750 m above
sea level. It is located approximately 4 km downstream of the snouts of the Malavalle and Vedretta
Pendente glaciers, immediately downstream of a steep reach, characterised by the presence of a
series of falls. (Figure 5.2).
The braided reach is approximately 700 m long and the maximum width is around 300 m. At
the upstream end of the study reach the river is confined to a single channel; braiding intensity
increases along the reach. At the downstream end the stream is constrained by the morphology of
the valley flanks and converges again into a single channel. The study reach could be divided into
three main regions (see Figure 5.3).
• In the upstream portion (Region A) the river is almost confined to a single channel: bifur-
cations and consequent opening of new channels have occurred in the past only on a time
scale of the order of ten years.
• The central region (B) is located immediately downstream, after a narrow transition zone in
which a main bifurcation sets a sharp increase of the braiding index. Here the morphological
activity is much more frequent and takes place every one or two years.
Figure 5.2: Study location map showing the field site on the Ridanna Creek.
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• The third region (C) is close to the downstream end where the stream is constrained by the
morphology of the valley flanks and it converges again into a single channel. This area can
be also affected by the presence of a small dam that causes the formation of a basin when
the discharge exceeds the threshold value of approximately 12 m3/s.
At the study area the valley gradient is approximately constant and equals 2.2%. The bed ma-
terial is mainly of gravel size, with cobbles and pebbles. The reach shows a significant decrease
in surface bed material size in spite of the absence of relevant lateral tributaries and of the quasi
constancy of valley slope. The above behaviour, which has been also detected in previous field
measurements (Chew & Ashmore, 2001), can be related to the increase of stream width and braid-
ing intensity along the reach. The mean diameter of the bed material ranges from 0.05 to 0.25 m,
depending on the location along the reach and on the presence of finer depositional areas on the
top of the bars.
The Ridanna Creek at Aglsboden is primarily fed by melt water coming from the Malavalle
and Vedretta Pendente glaciers. Peak annual flows at Aglsboden occur from July to September,
which may range up to 20÷ 25 m3/s. During this period flow discharge follows a daily cycle
driven by solar radiation, with similar and predictable behaviour. Low flows occur in the period
November to April due to the quasi absence of incoming flow from the glacier upstream: in this
period the free surface is often frozen.
Basically this site has been chosen because it represent a rare combination of easy accessibil-
ity, low anthropic effects on river dynamics and good predictability of morphological movement.
Moreover it offers the additional advantage of being surrounded by high cliffs, a condition that
enables one to easily acquire remote sensing digital images with an inclination that is high enough
to guarantee an accuracy of the order of the average grain size.
5.2.2 Description of the field measurements
In order to completely characterise the braided reach of the Ridanna Creek both from a static and a
dynamic point of view, we decided to undertake a monitoring activity on a medium-long time span.
Moreover recent survey techniques, as digital photogrammetry and remote sensing with thermal
infrared data acquisition were tested. The rapidity and non-predictability of the morphological
variations was faced with the installation of a continuously monitoring system consisting of an
automatic digital camera and a pressure sensor device.
We have monitored the evolution of the Ridanna Creek at Aglsboden along two periods of
potential morphological activity, from June to September 2002 and 2003. No relevant channel
adjustment has occurred from August 2001 and July 2003, due to the weak snow precipitation
in winter 2002 and the fairly low temperature in summer 2002. This relatively long period of
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Figure 5.3: The braided reach of the Ridanna Creek at Aglsboden, with the three main morpho-
logical regions. (Aerial orthoimage referring to year 2000; courtesy of Bolzano local
River Authority).
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inactivity has been exploited to carefully characterise the static morphology of the braided reach.
The field campaign during summer 2002 was devoted mainly to the implementation of the
monitoring techniques and to a initial network characterisation. In June 2003 a more specifically
oriented activity has been carried out, lasting a whole week of measurements which required a
group of 20 people. Besides the characterisation of the whole braided reach, the main bifurcations
were surveyed in detail, in order to collect quantitative data on this unit process.
On July 28th and August 29th two intense rainstorms added a significant contribution to glacier
meltwater triggering morphological changes in the central part of the study reach. In these con-
ditions the water discharge was estimated to peak around 20 m3/s. The main channel shifted
laterally with bank erosion of several meters and the process determined the modification of bar
structures in the central region of the braided reach (Figure 5.3).
The detailed analysis of the collected data is reported in the next Chapter. In the following the
monitoring techniques are described and their strengths and weaknesses are pointed out.
• Determination of a flow rating curve
A relatively stable cross section has been chosen to set a gauging station at the upstream
end of the study reach where a pressure sensor device was placed to obtain a continuous
measurement of the free surface level. The acquisition time step was set equal to 5 minutes.
In the same section a flow rating curve has been obtained by means of direct discharge
measurements through the salt dilution method. The salt concentration was measured using
conductivity hand-held meters from both bank sides (Figure 5.4). Fitting the collected data
held the following expression for the rating curve (reported also in Figure 5.5):
h = 0.3129Q0.39, (5.1)
with h free surface elevation and Q water discharge.
This relationship, coupled with free surface elevation data, has allowed to accurately recon-
struct the time sequence of water discharge at the study site (Figure 5.6). Daily fluctuations
with fairly regular trend were observed in the sunny days in both years, according to a cycle
driven by solar radiation. Summer 2003 was characterised by an initial cold period with
daily level fluctuations of about 0.1 m, corresponding to a discharge variations of about 3
m3/s, while from late July to the end of August the amplitude of diurnal flow rate oscilla-
tions could reach even 10 m3/s.
Discharge measurements in a braided river is not a straightforward task. Difficulties arise
from the high velocity of the flow that hinder direct velocity measurements with flow meters
and from the presence of a multi channel pattern. The salt dilution method allows accurate
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discharge measurements provided the transversal mixing of the salt is complete, i.e. the
concentration is the same at both banks (see Figure 5.7). It is worth noticing that in our case
this condition was achieved only thanks to the presence of a sequence of falls just upstream
the study reach, that ensured a complete dispersion of the salt concentration cloud.
• Discharge measurements at bifurcations
The hydrodynamics of bifurcations was characterised through discharge measurements in
each channel of the single ’Y’ configuration, in order to obtain the water distribution as a
function of the free surface level. Three different techniques were employed:
- the salt dilution method, when channel length was enough to ensure transverse mixing;
Figure 5.4: The conductivity meter.
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Figure 5.5: Flow rating curve of the Ridanna Creek at the gauging station located at the upstream
end of the surveyed reach.
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- velocity measurements with a 5 cm propeller current meter (Figure 5.8a);
- velocity measurements with an electromagnetic current meter (Figure 5.8b).
The velocity measurements were performed on a regular grid in each cross section, with a
transverse spacing of 1 m. On the vertical direction the velocity was gauged at an elevation
corresponding to 40% the water depth, when this was lower than 40 cm, or to 20%, 40%
and 80% the water depth for deeper flows.
Data collected through the three methodologies showed a good agreement: measurements
performed at the same time and location returned similar values of the total discharge and
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Figure 5.6: Recorded discharges during summer 2003.
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Figure 5.7: Concentration waves measured on the left and right banks. (Right downstream channel
of bifurcation 2 in the Ridanna Creek, August 16th. Q = 0.22 m3/s.
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the sum of the downstream branches discharge well approximated to that of the upstream
channel, with an error ranging between 1 and 10 percent. Velocity measurements in very
shallow channels were less accurate, because of the presence of large pebbles which affect
strongly the flow field and local velocity measures and due to local recirculations around
larger grains; moreover a minimum depth is required by the instruments.
• Grain size distribution measurements
Grain size measurements are needed to estimate the hydraulic roughness of the channel and
to characterise the bed load sediment transport. The most used and suitable survey tech-
nique in gravel bed braided rivers is the Wolman Count (Wolman , 1954), a size-by-number
method, with random sampling of surface particles. The particles were measured and clas-
sified through a standard ’gravelometer’, as reported in Figure 5.9. Grain size sampling was
carried out in different locations and revealed a strong non uniformity; besides an average
Figure 5.8: The propeller (a) and electromagnetic (b) current meters.
Figure 5.9: The ’gravelometer’.
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downstream fining the mean diameter of the bed material ranges from 0.25 to 0.05 m, de-
pending on its location along the channel or banks regions and on the presence of sorting
patterns driven by the morphology at different scales.
• Digital images acquisition A digital camera was placed on the cliff behind the study reach.
The camera has been modified in order to automatically take pictures at prescribed hours
during the day (every 4 hours in our case). In Figure 5.10 four examples with different values
of water discharges are reported. The continuous acquisition of digital images allowed to
reconstruct the planimetric evolution of the network and to relate channel adjustment to the
hydraulic conditions. Moreover it is possible to analyse the relationships between relevant
braiding parameters (as the total wet width and the braiding index) and the total discharge
flowing in the network.
Figure 5.10: Images taken from the automatic digital camera. a) on August 14th at 14.00, Q =
8.0m3/s; b) on August 29th at 10.00, Q = 10.4m3/s; c) on September 2nd at 18.00,
Q = 1.9m3/s; d) on October 10th at 12.00, Q = 0.8m3/s.
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Figure 5.11: Planimetric configuration of the Ridanna Creek in June 2003.
• Topographic survey
A complete map of the bed topography of the braided reach of Ridanna Creek was acquired
during the field campaign, integrating traditional survey techniques with the automatism
of digital photogrammetry. It is known that the application of digital photogrammetry to
natural systems has opened new paths in the acquisition of geomorphic data. However,
according to several contributions (Chandler, 1999; Chandler et al., 2002), traditional field
survey methods are still required to provide surface data beneath the water surface and to
guarantee accuracy checks for DEMs obtained with automated digital photogrammetry.
Longitudinal channel bed profiles and cross sections were surveyed with a Leica TPS 700
total station; in addition the free surface level along the network was surveyed. In Figure
5.11 the planimetric configuration of the network in June 2003 is reported. Traditional
topographic measurements included 30 cross sections of the network located mainly in the
central region; the longitudinal section spacing was 10 m. More accurate measurements
were performed close to the selected bifurcations.
• Photogrammetric measurements
Digital photogrammetry was used to automatically extract DEMs and digital orthopho-
tographs (i.e. planimetrically true images) of the monitored reach. Digital images were
acquired using a Nikon D1x digital camera equipped with 60 mm and 85 mm lens. Three
camera stations were selected on the steep cliff on the right side of the braided reach, 150
m above the centreline of the main channel (Figure 5.12a). Every image captured with the
60 mm lens covered a 200x300 m surface; hence, it was possible to acquire the entire mon-
itored reach with a strip made of two images from both the camera stations used. With the
85 meters lens 4 images were necessary, but a higher accuracy was achieved. This configu-
ration provided appropriate stereo coverage for the desired site with a geometrical accuracy
of 0.055 m.
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Figure 5.12: Location of the camera station and area covered by the photogrammetric survey (a)
and control target (b).
Further bed monitoring has been carried out using the total station. It consisted of measuring
300 points disposed on a regular grid covering an area of 250x180 m. Eighty photo-control
targets were disposed throughout the monitored reach to provide the required information
for the orientation of digital images. They consisted of black and white painted boards with
dimensions 0.5x0.5 m, attached to the stream bed surface through steel bars (Figure 5.12b).
The ground coordinates of the photo-control targets were surveyed using the Leica Total
Station. The accuracy of each control point was approximately ± 0.05 m.
To establish the interior and exterior orientation parameters of the acquired digital images
the digital photogrammetric system ERDASr IMAGINE OrthoBASE ProT M was used. The
system provides these parameters for one or more images in a block using an approach de-
nominated Self Calibrating Bundle Block Adjustment, with root mean square errors com-
parable with that of a tested independent self-calibrating approach (Chandler et al., 2003).
Once the orientation parameters of a stereo-pair are established, OrthoBASE ProT M gener-
ates DEMs automatically. Two digital elevation models representing the braided dry reach
of Ridanna Creek were generated at a ground resolution of 0.5 m and merged together using
the Erdas IMAGINEr DataPrep.
The comparison with the independent data set collected via traditional surveying shows that
root mean square accuracies of 0.25 m in elevations have been achieved: this may be seen
as a satisfactory outcome considering that is comparable to the reach-averaged grain size.
Finally, the photogrammetric DEM was merged with the ground survey data representing
river bed topography. The final product is shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: A three-dimensional view of the DEM obtained with the digital photogrammetry.
Downstream region of the Ridanna Creek, summer 2003.
Figure 5.14: Orthoimage of the central region of the study reach.
Once the topographic relief was known, the geometric distortion inherent in imagery was re-
moved using the Ortho Resampling process of OrthoBASE ProT M. Hence, a planimetrically-
true image of the monitored braided reach was obtained, representing ground objects in their
true, real-world X and Y positions (Figure 5.14). Such a map may help in monitoring the
daily and seasonal planimetric evolution of the network and provides relevant morphological
parameters of the network itself.
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• Thermal infrared image analysis
Groundwater flow is an important ingredient of braided rivers and paleo-river beds may be
typically active under the ground surface due to their high permeability; their analysis can
supply useful information on the long term planimetric evolution of the network. These
gravel bed channels are not wet because they are filled by sedimentary particles or could
be activated by higher discharges; their identification is possible with remote sensing tech-
niques that capture mass properties, like temperature and thermal conductivity. The result
is an immediate distinction between wet and dry areas that enables the determination of
the groundwater flow pattern and a partial post rebuilding process of previous planimetric
network configurations.
The spectral ranges chosen for the survey were the visible and the thermal infrared band.
They were acquired with a Kodak DC 290 digital camera and through a thermograph, re-
spectively. The resulting thermographic image (Figure 5.15) shows many coherent patterns
on the dry bed surface characterised by lower temperatures than the surroundings, which
can be easily recognised as preferential flow patterns active under the ground surface that
could be related with paleo-river beds or with channel active only for a higher discharge and
presently characterised by subsurface flow. In Figure 5.15 regions characterised by lower
temperature are represented with a darker gray tone; water is colder than the surrounding
dry areas. In order to assess the effectiveness of the procedure a comparison was made be-
tween the estimated distribution of paleo-river beds obtained from the images taken during
the field campaign (summer 2002) and that resulting from an image in the visible band taken
in June 2001.
The analysis of the texture and the radiance properties of the image pixels also enable to
Figure 5.15: Planimetric configuration of the Ridanna Creek in July 2002, acquired with the ther-
mograph. White dash lines represent the paleo-river beds.
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Figure 5.16: Map of the study reach in which the color scale is related with the grain size.
collect distributed information on the mean sediment grain size. Figure 5.16 reports a qual-
itative map in which the longitudinal sediment fining along the network is pointed out.
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5.3 The Sunwapta River
5.3.1 Study location
The second field site was on the Sunwapta River, in the Jasper National Park, Alberta, Canada
(see Figure 5.17). This river was subject to a series of studies and surveys in the past years, thanks
to a particularly favourable combination of accessibility and good predictability of morphological
changes during the summer melting period (Ferguson et al., 1992; Goff & Ashmore, 1994).
The Sunwapta River comes out from the Athabaska Glacier snout and immediately down-
stream forms the Sunwapta Lake, a proglacial lake originated in the early 40’s due to the ice
recession. In the first kilometre the river was channelised in a straight and incised bed, in order
to rectify the Icefield Parkway; 1100 m downstream it is reached by the melt-water stream of the
Dome Glacier and 250 m downstream it starts to braid. Historically the lack of coarse sediment
accumulated in the lake and the rectification consequent to the highway construction affected the
braiding index of this reach, determining a decrease in the upper part (due to the incision of the
main channel) and an increase further downstream (Chew & Ashmore, 2001).
The study reach (Figure 5.18) is located approximately 3.5 km downstream from the glacier
and has a longitudinal extension of about 150 m. The area shows an evident braided pattern, with
a braid plane width of around 100÷ 150 m and unvegetated bars in between the channels. The
reach is characterised by a constant discharge (there are no tributaries), fairly homogenous slope
and sediment diameter: the mean valley slope is 1.5% and the bed material is mainly of gravel
size, with pebbles: typical diameters are d50 of 0.04 m and d90 of 0.11 m.
Figure 5.17: Location of the Sunwapta field study.
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Figure 5.18: View of the study reach from the cliff on the right side of the river.
In the summer period the flow discharge follows a daily cycle driven by solar radiation, with
similar and predictable behaviour. Low flows occur from October to May due to the quasi absence
of incoming flow from the glacier upstream: in this period the free surface is often frozen. This
site offers the additional advantage of being surrounded by high cliffs as well: this allows for the
acquisition of digital images leading to good accuracies in the process of their orthorectification.
5.3.2 Description of the field measurements
The field measurements included both a survey of the whole braided reach and more local analysis
concerning peculiar unit processes as channel bifurcations and path lengths of the sediment trans-
port. Except for this last task, carried out by the Austrian group directed by Helmuth Habersack
(Universität für Bodenkultur, Wien), the instruments employed and the monitoring techniques
were very similar to that of the Ridanna field campaign. In the following a brief review of the field
work is reported.
The network configuration was characterised with surveying 13 cross sections, around 12 m
apart along the flow direction, with a transversal spacing of the measurements of 1 m. The survey
was performed both with an automatic total station and using two levels; the measurements were
repeated daily in the morning, at low flows, in the period from July 23rd to August 4th, 2003. In
addition to the bed elevation, the free surface level was measured for each wet channel of given
cross section. In this way the data provided an estimation of the free surface slope and could be
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Figure 5.19: Orthoimage of the study reach taken on July 26th.
Figure 5.20: The UDG station used for free surface level measurements.
used to calibrate a hydrodynamical numerical model of the network.
To characterise the planimetric configuration of the study reach, both digital and slides pictures
were taken from the cliff in the right side of the river; two camera stations were placed around 120
m above the braid plane. The images were then automatically orthorectified in order to allow
geometrically correct measures (an example is reported in Figure 5.19). To achieve this goal
27 photo control target were displaced throughout the study reach, consisting in 30 x 30 black
and white boards, accurately surveyed with the total station. The orthorectification process was
performed with the same software and methodology as reported in the previous Section.
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Figure 5.21: Free surface level at the UDG station during the field work.
A gauging station was established upstream of the study reach, immediately downstream of
the Dome confluence, where the Sunwapta is a single thread river (Figure 5.20). The free surface
elevation was measured through an Ultrasonic Distance Gauging device (UDG) and was collected
every half an hour, automatically correcting the effect of air temperature. During the survey period
the water level displayed a fairly regular daily cycle driven by solar radiation. Water surface daily
oscillation was around 0.15 - 0.2 m, in close relationship with the air temperature. Figure 5.21
showes the water surface level as registered by the UDG station (the measure is reported as the
distance between the instrument and the free surface); it is worth noticing that all the flows in the
measurements period were generated by snow and ice melting, except for the last day, when a
storm occurred.
In order to characterise the hydrodynamical parameters of the flow during the whole field
measurements it is important to provide a continuous discharge gauging. This was obtained con-
verting the free surface measurements by means of a stage discharge relationship. A series of
velocity measurements were performed: four flow meters with 5 cm diameter propellers were
used to determine transverse velocity profiles. The flow velocity was measured at an elevation of
40% the flow depth, in all the channels across a transverse section.
The above measurements were performed under different flow conditions, covering as much
as possible the observed discharge range. Figure 5.22 shows the measured points, compared to
the UDG data converted into discharge. The stage discharge relationship reported in Figure 5.23
displays (in the range of interest) an almost linear trend and could be fitted by the following
expression:
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Figure 5.22: Values of discharge measured with the propellers (close symbols) compared with the
UDG gauging converted into discharge (solid line).
Q =−35.74h+58.07, (5.2)
where Q is the total water discharge and h is the free surface level as measured by the UDG
station.
Equation 5.2 is valid in the range between approximately 6 and 14 m3/s. At lower flows this
relationship could underestimate the water discharge, which, however fall below the threshold
for sediment transport and are not relevant for the present study. In order to correctly relate the
velocity measurements to the free surface level it is important to estimate the time delay between
the two gauging points. Actually the UDG station was about 2.4 km upstream the study reach.
The migration speed of the diurnal flood wave was determined by setting another ultrasonic device
just upstream the surveyed area and comparing the two plots. The time delay was found to be
approximately 25 minutes, on the average for the different discharge values.
The bed material grain size distribution was determined through random sampling of surface
particles, collecting around 100 pebbles per location, in different channels along the reach. The
size-by-number method proposed by Wolman (Wolman , 1954) was used, and the mean diameter
of the particles was determined using a "gravelometer". The analysis revealed a fairly constant
grain size distribution: no longitudinal fining was observed. Different samplings showed a mean
diameter ranging from 35 to 50 mm, depending on the location in the network: finer material
was generally found on bar deposits and in the left part of the network, where the channels were
smaller.
Other characteristics of the network were assessed with qualitative observations, namely the
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Figure 5.23: Rating curve of the Sunwapta River at the UDG station.
presence and structure of bars, channel morphodynamics activity and the intensity of sediment
transport.
The data collected allow to characterise the whole network and to describe general features of
a braided stream as the relationship between discharge and total wet width. It is also possible to as-
sess how the active braiding index (defined considering only the channels transporting sediments)
can be employed to describe a braided network, how it is related to discharge and whether there is
some correlation between the activity of the channels and their slope and grain size, compared to
the network averaged values.
Finally, more specific data were collected, with the aim to describe two main building blocks
of a braided stream, as bifurcations and path lengths associated with sediment transport. The first
objective was achieved through more refined topographic measurements of 4 bifurcations inside
the reach and quantifying the discharge distribution in the two downstream branches. This analysis
is reported in detail in the following Chapter.
The path length investigation was carried out by following a series of particles that has been
modified with the insertion of a radio transmitter. The aim was to obtain information about the
critical conditions for sediment transport (at which discharge pebbles start to move), the corre-
sponding duration of particle moving and the length of each path. The detailed analysis of such
processes is not object of the present work and the interested reader is referred to Habersack (2001)
for further information on the survey methodologies.
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6.1 Introduction
Detailed field analysis on bifurcation process are still lacking, in spite of the importance of this
unit process in controlling the evolution of the network. The field activities carried out in the
context of the present work allowed to describe morphologically and hydraulically the equilib-
rium configuration of a series of natural bifurcations and therefore the discharge distribution along
the monitored networks together with sediment mobility of the channels. It was possible also to
observe how the modification or the occurrence of a bifurcation can trigger the complete readjust-
ment of channels and nodes. If the evolution of a single channel is quite accurately predictable, at
least on a short and medium time scale, the effect of an unstable bifurcation that determine chan-
nel formation and/or obliteration of a channel is not completely understood yet. Modelling this
fundamental process is a challenge for research on braided rivers: it is the main missing ingredient
that can improve significantly the predictability of braided system evolution through mathematical
models.
In this Chapter the results of the field investigations on 9 bifurcations observed on the Ridanna
Creek and on the Sunwapta River are reported. The first section is devoted to the detailed analysis
of the equilibrium configurations of bifurcations, pointing out common features and recurring
elements. In Section 6.3 two events are analysed (one on the Ridanna and one on the Sunwapta)
in which morphological changes of the network were observed and in each case the dynamics of
bifurcation is examined. Finally, Section 6.4 describes channel adjustment of the Ridanna Creek
at a wider spatial scale, investigated through the analysis of aerial images available for the latest
20 years. It is pointed out how the morphology of a braid plane can affect the occurrence of
bifurcations and, vice versa, how bifurcations strictly control the evolution of the network with
particular effect on the longitudinal variation of the braiding index.
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Figure 6.1: Sketch and notation of a bifurcation. b is the channel width, S the longitudinal slope.
6.2 Bifurcations morphology
Measurements on bifurcations were carried out both on the Ridanna Creek and on the Sunwapta
River with the same general objective and the same monitoring techniques. The results are re-
ported here together, pointing out the common and recurring features characterising the natural
bifurcations.
A topographic survey has been employed to measure both longitudinal bed profiles and cross
sections. In this case the spatial scale is the single channel width (ranging between 5 and 15 m)
and therefore the cross sections spaced longitudinally 3 to 5 m. The discharge partition was also
monitored through velocity measurements, thus obtaining information on the flow pattern.
In the following the same notations as in the theoretical analysis (Section 2.5) and in the ex-
perimental investigation (Chapter 4) will be used. Each bifurcation is represented by a Y-shaped
configuration, where the upstream channel is marked with the letter ’a’, the main of the two down-
stream branches with ’b’ while ’c’ is the third one (see Figure 6.1).
The observed bifurcations displayed several recurring elements. A first common feature is
the asymmetry of discharge partition in the two downstream channels. Measurements performed
at both low and high flow conditions invariably showed an unbalanced distribution of water dis-
charge, with ratios ranging from 0.1 (in most of the Ridanna bifurcations) to 0.7 in some locations
observed on the Sunwapta River. Downstream channel widths are also unequal, even if less un-
balanced, with ratios ranging from 0.4 to 0.9.
Another repetitive aspect is the location of bank erosion that is always observed along the main
channel downstream. In particular the outer bank (with respect to the bifurcation region) is always
much steeper and higher than the others, this indicating lateral erosion in this area. The steep bank
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Figure 6.2: Location of the three monitored bifurcations on the Sunwapta River (orthorectified
image taken on July, 26th, 2003).
often extends upstream in the incoming channel over a length of some widths.
A third recurring feature is revealed by the analysis of the longitudinal profiles: the average
slope of channel a is locally reduced in the bifurcation region, while a locally much steeper slope
establishes immediately downstream in the channel where the main stream is flowing (channel b).
As a result, the inlets of branches b and c exhibit a difference in bed elevation that is of the order
of the main channel depth.
The latter observations suggest that 1D effects are likely to play a crucial role in determining
bifurcation geometry, namely the longitudinal profiles of individual channels. Flow direction and
partition in the downstream branches, playing a feedback effect, affect the morphodynamics of the
bifurcation itself. Nevertheless, channel bifurcations can be also dominated by 2D effects, as the
presence and migration of alternate bars (see Chapter 4 and Section 6.3).
A brief description of the measured bifurcations is now reported. During the field work on the
Sunwapta River three bifurcations were surveyed in detail: they were named number I, II and IV
(Figure 6.2).
Number I is the main bifurcation in the study reach; the upstream channel carries approxi-
mately the 65% of the overall discharge; in this channel most of the sediment transport occurred
and planimetric and altimetric changes were observed to take place mostly here. Bifurcation II is
located immediately downstream of I (channel IIa is the same as channel 1b); it is markedly unbal-
anced: the left channel is carrying around one quarter of the discharge in the channel b. Channel
IIc is very shallow and is located on the external bank of channel IIa; it appears as the result of
an overtopping of the external bank of the bend. The angle between the two downstream branches
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Figure 6.3: Location of the four monitored bifurcations on the Ridanna Creek.
is quite large, around 72 degrees. The third bifurcation analysed (number IV) is the smallest one:
the discharge is around the 30% of the total; it was not included in the area covered by the daily
surveyed cross sections, but it clearly displayed most of the common features observed in the other
bifurcations.
Measurements on bifurcation I and II were repeated 6 times, from July 22nd to August 1st with
different values of the total discharge flowing in the network. The aim was to assess the response
of bifurcations to different flow conditions and to monitor possible planimetric and altimetric
changes. It is worth noticing that channel IIc is almost dry for low values of total discharge.
With similar aims and methodologies, four bifurcations were monitored on the Ridanna Creek.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the location and an image of each bifurcation.
Bifurcation 0 is located upstream and sets the beginning of the braided network. The other
three belong to the central region, where the network is more active and morphological changes
are likely to occur more frequently. In particular bifurcation 4 is located in a region with finer
sediments and is characterised by lower values of water discharge in the incoming flow.
The analysis of morphodynamical processes relevant for the observed bifurcations requires the
knowledge of the hydraulic conditions corresponding to discharges representing a good measure
of channel-forming conditions: the mean annual flood or the five-year flood are commonly used.
During the field work on the Sunwapta River the measured peak values of the discharge deter-
mined the rearrangement of the network configuration, with the formation of new bifurcations and
adjustment of several channels. For this reason, we assume that the data collected well represent
channel forming conditions.
On the contrary, measurements on the Ridanna Creek have been carried out with relatively
low flow, not corresponding to formative conditions. During summer 2002 and 2003 the four sur-
veyed bifurcations have not been subject to planimetric and altimetric evolution, with values of the
Shields stress falling below the threshold for sediment transport. A comparison with theoretical
and numerical predictive models is more problematic in this case. To fulfill this aim an extrapo-
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Figure 6.4: Picture of the four bifurcations monitored on the Ridanna Creek (images taken during
summer 2003.
lation of the flow parameters towards formative conditions has been pursued: if this has the risk
of reducing data accuracy, however it allows a gross estimate of the hydraulic and geometrical
conditions of the bifurcations in the Ridanna Creek at the moment of their formation (see Chapter
7 for the comparison). Table 6.2 reports the values of discharge, averaged width and depth of each
channel at the moment of survey.
In the following tables (6.1 and 6.2) all the data on the monitored bifurcations are reported: b
denotes cannel width, S longitudinal slope, Q water discharge, D average flow depth, d50 the mean
bed material size, ∆z the difference in bed elevation, ∆η the same difference in bed elevation scaled
with the average water depth D, rQ the discharge ratio between the two downstream channels, βa
and ϑa the aspect ratio and the Shields parameter of the upstream channel respectively. Bifurcation
III included in Table 6.1 will be discussed in Section 6.3.
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Bifurcation    
ba [m] 10 8.5 8 12
bb [m] 8.5 10 6.5 10
bc [m] 7.5 8 6 5
Sa 0.012 0.014 0.009 0.005
Sb 0.015 0.019 0.020 0.018
Sc 0.021 0.012 0.012 0.027
Qa [m3/s] 9.0 5.5 4.5 4.4
Qb [m3/s] 5.5 4.4 2.7 2.8
Qc [m3/s] 3.5 1.1 1.8 1.6
Da [m] 0.46 0.36 0.38 0.35
Db [m] 0.37 0.23 0.27 0.21
Dc [m] 0.28 0.08 0.19 0.22
d50 [m] 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
∆z [m] 0.24 0.32 0.15 -0.15
∆η 0.51 0.89 0.40 -0.43
rQ 0.64 0.25 0.66 0.56
rb 0.88 0.80 0.92 0.50
βa 10.9 11.8 10.7 17.2
a 0.0836 0.0764 0.0512 0.0264
Table 6.1: Summary of the bifurcations data measured on the Sunwapta River.
Bifurcation    
Ba [m] 9.8 16.7 9.6 6.5
Bb [m] 6.7 10 8.7 4.9
Bc [m] 5.4 5.5 5 2.4
S 0.029 0.022 0.017 0.011
Qa [m3/s] 1.00 6.0 5.4 0.86
Qb [m3/s] 0.95 5.4 5.1 0.80
Qc [m3/s] 0.05 0.6 0.3 0.06
Da [m] 0.70 0.65 0.70 0.31
Db [m] 0.72 0.76 0.66 0.29
Dc [m] 0.29 0.29 0.22 0.21
d50 [m] 0.21 0.1 0.08 0.05
∆z [m] 2.00 0.50 0.55 0.20
rQ 0.05 0.11 0.06 0.08
rb 0.81 0.55 0.57 0.49
Table 6.2: Summary of the bifurcations data measured on the Ridanna Creek.
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A detailed description of the common features of the morphodynamics of natural bifurcations
is now given.
• Unbalanced water distribution
The flow distribution in the downstream branches was invariably unbalanced, with values of
the discharge ratio ranging from 0.65 on the Sunwapta River to 0.1 on the Ridanna Creek.
The occurrence of an asymmetrical configuration agrees with the general observation that
in a braided river one or two channels carry most of the water, even if the network is fully
developed and the number of channel is high. In particular, Mosley (1983) reported that
the discharge of the main channel monitored on New Zealand’s braided rivers ranges be-
tween 0.9 and 0.65 the total discharge. This peculiar feature affects strongly also the sedi-
ment transport and therefore the morphological activity, that is limited to few channels. As
pointed out by Ashmore (2001), the braiding intensity of common networks is very low, if
evaluated considering only the active channels; this would imply that the morphodynamic
evolution of a braided river can be investigated carefully employing the available tools de-
veloped to model the evolution of single thread channels.
Measurements of discharge partition were performed with different upstream conditions,
i.e. with different water stages in the main channel. The analysis allowed to disclose a
relationship between the discharge ratio rQ and the upstream discharge Qa, with a more
unbalanced configuration when the total incoming discharge is lower (see Figure 6.5).
It is worth noticing that the lower values of rQ were measured on the Ridanna Creek, where
the measurements were performed in non-formative conditions. A laboratory test has been
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Figure 6.5: Measured values of the discharge ratio rQ in four bifurcations both on the Sunwapta
River (open symbols) and on the Ridanna Creek (close symbols).
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Figure 6.6: Relationship between the discharge ratio rQ and the total discharge Qa as measured in
a laboratory test.
set up on the Y-shaped configuration (see Chapter 4 for the description of the laboratory
setup) with the aim to verify this relationship between rQ and Qa. Starting from the unbal-
anced equilibrium configuration of run F3-21, with a discharge ratio equal to 0.56 (see Table
4.1), the bifurcation was subjected to a discharge cycle that reproduces the diurnal variation
on a proglacial river. The discharges are such that sediment transport occur only during the
peak and so topographic adjustments of the bifurcation are prevented. The result is reported
in Figure 6.6. As observed in the natural bifurcations, the discharge ratio depends on the
incoming flow conditions: the branch ’c’, that carries a lower discharge and is characterised
by a higher bed elevation, is likely to close for low water stages, as the 90% of the total
discharge is flowing in branch ’b’.
• Transverse velocity profiles
The analysis of the transverse velocity profiles of the downstream branches shows that the
maximum velocity is generally located close to their external bank. In Figure 6.7 the veloc-
ity profiles of bifurcation IV on the Sunwapta River are plotted. This configuration leads to
the erosion of the external bank, which is frequently steeper than the other one and implies
that the flow keeps to diverge, with deposition in the central region of the channel and lateral
erosion as also reported by Ashworth (1996) in an experimental investigation on central bar
accretion.
• Difference in channel bed elevation
In Figure 6.8 three cross sections surveyed near bifurcation IV are plotted: both the bed
elevation and the free surface level are reported. First, it is worth noticing that the water
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Figure 6.7: Transverse profiles of the velocity at bifurcation IV.
level is different in the two downstream channels, with a higher level in the smallest branch,
despite almost equal values of the maximum water depth. This difference lead to a water
exchange between the two channels, with a discharge flowing laterally from channel ’c’ to
’b’. This effect takes place along a reach whose extension is of the order of the average
width of channel ’a’.
Moreover the mean and maximum bed elevation of the two downstream branches is different
and the channel with lower discharge exhibits a higher elevation. The presence of this ’step’
between the two channels was invariably observed in all the monitored bifurcations. Its
amplitude depends mainly on the asymmetry of the water distribution and scales with the
mean upstream flow depth. The values are reported in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
• Longitudinal bed profiles
The longitudinal profiles of channels Ia, Ib, IVa and IVb are reported in Figure 6.9. In
both cases the bed profile displays local aggradation close to the bifurcation, suggesting the
tendency towards deposition due to local flow divergence. As a consequence the water sur-
face slope decreases just upstream the bifurcation and increases downstream. This peculiar
configuration could be triggered both by the bifurcation, that induces a deposit pattern or by
the presence of a confluence that frequently occurs upstream. It is well known (Ashmore
& Parker, 1983) that a confluence induces scour in the downstream channel, through the
secondary flows associated with the formation of a deep pool.
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Figure 6.8: Cross sections near bifurcation IV. a) 3 m upstream; b) at bifurcation; c) 3 m down-
stream. The dashed lines with close symbols correspond to bed elevation, while
straight lines denote water surface level.
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Figure 6.9: Longitudinal profiles of bifurcation I (a) and IV (b). The dashed lines with close
symbols correspond to bed elevation, while straight lines denote water surface level.
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6.3 Role of the bifurcations on planform changes
During summer 2003 both the Ridanna Creek and the Sunwapta River experienced morphological
changes, characterised by lateral channel shift, branches creation and/or obliteration, followed by
an overall rearrangement of the network. This planimetric and altimetric changes can be analysed
from the viewpoint of the theoretical and predictive models proposed in Chapter 2 and regarding
the evolution of bifurcations as the crucial process that triggers the rapid morphological modifica-
tion often observed in the braided rivers.
Two examples are reported, that can be related to different dynamics: the first one is a chute
cutoff occurred on the Ridanna Creek, with the dissection of an alternate bar (see Ashmore, 1991
and Chapter 3); the second one was observed on the Sunwapta River and was determined by the
formation of a new channel that conveys more water toward the left side of the network and by a
sediment wave which modified the flow partition of the main bifurcation.
• Ridanna Creek
The main morphological changes occurred in the central region on July 28th, 2003. The
plani-altimetric adjustments are due to a channel bifurcation that can be related to the plani-
metric evolution of the regular, weakly meandering main stream from its displacement be-
fore the flood event (black line in Figure 6.10) to a new alignment corresponding to the
white line in the same figures. The direction of the main flow has switched leftwards of
approximately 40◦, an angle which falls in the typical range of the observed bifurcations
(see Chapter 3).
The planimetrically true image of Figure 6.11 refers to the initial configuration and suggests
a possible physical explanation of the morphological changes related to the occurrence of the
bifurcation. This is likely to be related to the presence of bars in the main channel due to its
progressive widening downstream of bifurcation 2; sediment mobility due to the increasing
Shields stress has induced the migration of the alternate bar complex in the curved channel.
This has first triggered the erosion of the right bank (see on Figure 6.10 the erosion of the
vegetated area) and successively of the left upstream bank where channel avulsion then took
place. Moreover bar evolution could have been affected by the forcing effects of channel
curvature and width variations (Tubino & Seminara, 1990; Repetto & Tubino, 1999), that
are likely to promote the process of chute cutoff (see Chapter 3).
Unlike other bifurcations monitored in the study reach, this "switch" bifurcation (see Fed-
erici & Paola, 2003) presently displays only one open downstream branch, as the right chan-
nel has been abandoned after the formative event.
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Figure 6.10: Images of the central regions of the surveyed reach in the Ridanna Creek before
and after the event of July 28th, 2003. Lines indicate the displacement of the main
channel. Flow is from left to right.
Figure 6.11: Orthoimage of the region interested to planimetric changes. The line indicates the
diagonal front of the alternate bar. Flow is from left to right.
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• Sunwapta River
On August 1st , 2003 the network was subject to morphological changes, which involved
both the plane-altimetric configuration and the distribution of water in the branches. The
water level measured by the UDG station (see Figure 5.21) was the highest during the field
campaign, even if the peak value was similar to that registered on the previous days. Net-
work modifications occurred after a week of high flows, during which the bed first experi-
enced a slow rearrangement and than rapid changes, when the overall equilibrium config-
uration became unstable. The most interesting differences in the network topography took
place in proximity to the bifurcations I and II. In Figure 6.12 are reported two orthoimages
of the study reach taken on July 26th and August 4th. The water discharge through the reach
is higher in the second picture, so they are not quantitatively comparable, but the changes
could be easily recognised. Namely, the centre-left area was subject to extensive planimetric
modifications, with the formation of new channels associated with scour and depositional
regions of the average hight of half a meter.
In Figure 6.13 there are three more detailed pictures of the area around bifurcation I; the
time sequence allows to obtain a better interpretation of the evolution of the network. In
particular the picture taken on August 11th, with a lower water level, clearly displays the
Figure 6.12: Orthoimages of the study reach before (left) and after (right) the changes on August
1st . Flow is from left to right.
Figure 6.13: Particular of the bifurcations I, II and III. Pictures taken on July 24th (a), August 4th
(b) and August 11th (c). Flow is from left to right.
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new channel configuration, that was still changing on August 4th. The main morphodynamic
process that took place, was a deposition at bifurcation I, mainly in the channel ’1b’. This
determined a lower flow in bifurcation II and consequently the closure of the branch ’2c’.
Moreover channel ’1b’ (and ’2a’) migrated rightwards, eroding the central bar downstream
of bifurcation I and depositing a new bar on the left side.
At the same time a new channel formed, starting from bifurcation I, that finally ended up
with a more complex pattern, with one channel dividing into three branches. This new
bifurcation was surveyed in detail on August 6th and was named bifurcation III (see last
column in Table 6.1). The changes in the network triggered a new equilibrium state. The
water distribution in bifurcation I adjusted to the new configuration diminishing the water
in channel ’b’; the ratio between water in channel ’b’ and ’c’ of the old bifurcation I shifting
from 0.64 to approximately unity, whereas bifurcation III was characterised by an rQ of
0.56. This implies that the newly formed channel approximately carried the half of the old
one.
A more detailed analysis of bifurcation III shows that the measured configuration does not
represent an equilibrium state yet. In spite of a lower discharge, the smallest of the two
downstream channels is characterised by a higher water surface slope, a greater mean ve-
locity and is deeper on the average; unlike all the other surveyed bifurcations, the bed ele-
vation of the ’c’ channel is lower than the elevation of the ’b’ channel. These configuration
caused more and more water to be carried by channel ’c’, which increased its width daily.
The evolution process would probably have been continuing until the new channel would
become the main branch.
6.4 Channel adjustment on the Ridanna Creek
The braided reach of the Ridanna Creek at Aglsboden was also studied through the analysis of
aerial images taken from 1982, in order to describe the general features of the network and its
modifications over time and to find relationships between the evolution of the main bifurcations
and the displacement of the main branches with the overall geometrical and hydraulic properties
of the reach.
Five images were considered, that has been taken respectively in May 1982, July 1990, Septem-
ber 1997, 1999 and 2000. The last three were available already in a planimetrically true format,
whereas the former two had to be orthorectified, in order to allow a quantitative comparison. This
operation was performed with the GRASS software.
The analysis pointed out the existence of three main regions, with different morphodynamical
features (see Figure 5.3). In the upper region (A) the river displays mostly a single thread, weakly
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Figure 6.14: Planimetric evolution of region A, reported on the orthoimage of September 2000.
meandering pattern and is characterised by the presence of a bifurcation. The analysis of the his-
torical images shows that this main bifurcation occurs approximately in the same location, placed
in the first area, where the river is not any more laterally confined by the valley morphology (Fig-
ure 6.14). In the last twenty years this bifurcation displays invariably a high degree of asymmetry
of both the discharge distribution and the morphological configuration. As a consequence, at low
values of the flowing discharge the river looks like a single thread channel.
Both the branches were subject to changes: the secondary channel active in 1997 was aban-
doned and a similar bifurcation occurs few meters downstream, with the incision of a secondary
channel recognizable on the image taken in 2000. The main channel is characterised by the same
planimetric configuration since 1990. A lateral shift occurred in the period 1982 - 1990, with a
rightwards migration of approximately 20 - 30 m. This modification affected strongly the network
development downstream, as it shifted the main flow towards the right side of the plane. Fur-
thermore it is possible to notice that the image taken in 1990 displays very few vegetated areas,
compared with that of the other images. This suggests that the reach was subject to an intense
flood event that caused the complete rearrangement of the network. This event is also recogniz-
able from the discharge measurements taken on an automatic gauging station 25 km downstream,
managed by the local fluvial authority.
Region B is more active and also more free to evolve: the glacial plane here is wider and
the valley flanks do not constrain the network. This area is characterised by a higher number of
channels and shows the typical features of braiding, with bifurcations and confluences, bars and
small vegetated islands. Channel evolution is highly dynamic and morphological changes occur
on the average every 1 - 2 years. The network configuration is strongly different in the five aerial
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images, with modifications of the position and number of branches.
In spite of the strong planform modifications and of the frequent rearrangement of water distri-
bution, the presence of a bifurcation that generally occurs in the same location was observed, rep-
resenting a nodal point in which the instability of the single thread channel preferentially occurs.
Figure 6.15 reported the comparison among four different images (from 1990 to 2003) pointing
out the area where this first upstream bifurcation generally occurs. Here the transition between
the weakly meandering pattern in region A and the fully developed braided regime is located. The
downstream shifting of the first bifurcation, occurred between 1990 and 1999, affects the network
development, as the downstream valley flanks limit the lateral channel evolution. As a result the
braiding index is generally lower in the last years of observations.
Finally, the third region (C) is characterised by the channel convergence and the evolution is
Figure 6.15: Planimetric configuration of region B in 1990 (a), 1999 (b), 2000 (c) and 2003 (d).
The area where the first bifurcation occurs is pointed out.
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Figure 6.16: Local free surface slope for the main channel (close symbols) and for the secondary
channel of region A (open symbols).
extremely dynamic, because of the lower grain size. This area was not subject to our analysis, as
it is constrained by the valley morphology and it can be influenced by the presence of the dam
mentioned above.
The peculiar features of the morphological evolution of the network and the differences be-
tween its behaviour in regions A and B can be better understood analysing the topographic, hy-
draulic and grain size data collected during the field work.
The topographic survey along the wet channels allowed to determine the free surface slope
along the reach. Figure 6.16 shows the longitudinal variation of the slope of the two channels
originating from bifurcation 0; the main channel displays a weakly meandering pattern and carries
most of the water discharge, due to the asymmetry of bifurcations. It is worth noticing that an
initial reach of approximately 200 meters is much steeper, while the central region is characterised
by an almost constant slope, ranging around the value of 2%.
Similarly, the measurements of grain size distribution, obtained both with the Wolman count
method and with remote sensing image analysis (see Figure 6.17 and Figure 5.16), display a
gradual decrease of the sediments mean diameter; the d50 decreases from 0.22 m to 0.05 m. The
fining effect is even more evident considering the larger diameters: d84 ranges about 0.6 m in the
upstream region, where large boulders might be transported by the higher stream power, whereas
in the central region the typical values fall between 0.1 m and 0.2 m. Changes of bed slope and
grain size along a braided reach are common, even when the total discharge is constant (Chew &
Ashmore, 2001). In the Ridanna Creek the sharp longitudinal variations may correspond to a non-
equilibrium state of the whole reach, suggesting that an aggradation process of the glacial plane
might be occurring on a larger time scale, whose quantification will require further investigations.
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Figure 6.17: Grain size distribution along the reach. The d50 (close symbols) and the d84 (open
symbols) are reported.
The separation between regions A and B is revealed also by the analysis of thermal images
analysis (see Figure 5.15): the upper reach of the network is characterised by lower thermal ca-
pacities, whereas in the lower part it is fairly large. These findings indicate the low intensity of
groundwater activity in the upstream reach, at least during the summer 2002, which is also con-
firmed by the quasi absence of active channels besides the main channel. On the contrary, the
active character of the network in region B is also reflected by the presence of an intense ground-
water movement.
The field measurements confirm the existence of two regions with different morphological
properties along the braided reach, initially detected from the analysis of existing air photographs.
In particular, free surface slope and bed material size strongly condition the development of the
braided network. This effect is pointed out by theoretical (e.g. Parker, 1976) and empirical (e.g.
van den Berg, 1995) regime equations that predict a threshold slope (St) for the occurrence of
braiding as function of a characteristic discharge Q (bankfull) and of the mean grain size Ds. This
relationships commonly read:
St = aQ−bDcs , (6.1)
with a,b,c positive coefficients. Field evidence of the influence of the grain size and of the
valley slope on the onset of braiding were found also by Chew & Ashmore (2001).
In the present case the equations correctly predict the pattern of the reach being braided and
also the increase of braiding intensity downstream, due to sediment fining. It is worth noticing
that in the upstream region the bankfull discharge is higher, thus partially balancing the effect of
the coarser grain size.
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Figure 6.18: Longitudinal variation of the braiding index of the Ridanna Creek as measured from
the aerial images taken in 1990, 1999, 2000.
Finally, the braiding index on the Ridanna Creek has been measured from the aerial pho-
tographs taken in 1990, 1999 and 2000; the anabranches were counted along cross sections ap-
proximately 10 m apart, minimizing possible sources of uncertainty due to the different image
quality (Figure 6.18).
The analysis confirms the presence of three regions, with different values of the braiding index.
In the central region the average number of channels ranges between 6 and 11, with a peak in
1990. This variation can be related to a different network configuration induced by the activity of
the main bifurcation in the upstream region, but also depends on the value of the total discharge
flowing when the images were taken. The relationship between braiding index and discharge is
not completely clear: Mosley (1983) found a weak positive relation of this two parameters in New
Zealand braided rivers and the issue needs further exploration.
The continuous discharge measurements and the automatic digital image acquisition allowed
to determine how braiding index is related to the total discharge in this reach. Essentially it was
possible to observe the activation of branches for different stages (Figure 6.19). In Figure 6.20 the
longitudinal variation of the braiding index is reported, as a function of the total discharge. Note
that for values lower than 2m3/s the reach shows a single thread meandering pattern, whereas with
higher discharges more branches become wet. In the central region the braiding index increases
until 8 - 9 for the higher discharges observed during summer 2003. It is worth noticing that
the increase of the total discharge does not invariably produce an increase in braiding intensity:
bankfull conditions can determine the flooding of bars that at lower stage splits one channel in
different branches.
This observation points out the limitation of the past aerial images analysis, when the total
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discharge at the moment of photograph is unknown, although it has the advantage to confirm
the weak correlation of braiding index with discharge, particularly for near-bankfull conditions.
Moreover note that, if the exact determination of the time variation of the braiding index time
can be somewhat limited, its longitudinal variation and therefore the determination of the three
different morphological regions is not significantly affected by the discharge.
Figure 6.19: Planimetric configuration of the Ridanna Creek during summer 2003: arrows indicate
subsequent activation of the branches.
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Figure 6.20: Longitudinal variation of the braiding index of the Ridanna Creek as a function of the
total discharge (m3/s).
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7.1 Prediction of bifurcation configuration
Field and laboratory observations show that the equilibrium configuration of channel bifurcations
is often unbalanced. In particular, this behaviour is enhanced in gravel bed braided rivers, due to
the relatively small values of the Shields stress and the high values of the width to depth ratio.
Natural diffluences frequently concentrate most of the flow in a main channel downstream, which
is deeper and wider than the other branch. This analysis confirms the detailed field observations
of Mosley (1983) who pointed out that in braided rivers the main channel carries generally a high
percentage of the total discharge, ranging from 65% to 85%.
Also the dynamics of bed topography analysed by Stojic et al. (1998) and the remarks of
Ashmore (2001) on the active braided index are in close agreement with experimental and field
observations reported in Chapters 4 and 6, and with the theoretical predictions of Bolla Pittaluga
et al. (2003): equilibrium configurations are such that often only one of the downstream branches
is active. Furthermore, the inverse relationship between the Shields stress and the discharge ratio
in the downstream channels (e.g. Figure 4.6a) suggests that higher values of water discharge
could lead to a greater number of active channels and to higher values of the braiding index, as
empirically shown by several authors and reported by Ashmore (2001).
The influence of bar migration on the discharge distribution and on the bed topography of the
bifurcations (preliminarily investigated by Hirose et al. (2003) and intensively explored in Section
4.4.2) can play a crucial role in the planimetric evolution of a braided network, determining the
shift of the main flow either inside a single branch or from one side of the plane to the other, induc-
ing bifurcations through the mechanism of chute cutoff. This interaction between bar migration
and the bifurcation configuration was also observed by Ferguson et al. (1992), who measured the
evolution of a chute and lobe unit.
The one-dimensional theoretical model proposed by Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) catches the
main features of the equilibrium configurations of a bifurcation, correctly predicting the existence
of an unbalanced water distribution. If reported on a β/ϑ plane (Figure 7.1), the experimental runs
performed on a Y-shaped bifurcation (see Chapter 4) show a trend similar to that predicted by the
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Figure 7.1: Observed bifurcation configurations on the width ratio / Shields stress plane.
model (see Figure 2.19b). A direct comparison is more problematic: in particular the coefficient
α, related to the length of the upstream region affected by the bifurcation, needs to be calibrated in
the model. A promising hint is given by the observed dependence of the bifurcation configuration
on the distance from resonant conditions, suggesting a relationship between α and the width to
depth ratio. In Figure 7.2 the comparison between measured and computed values of the inlet step
(∆η) is reported. In this case values of α ranging about 3 seems to better fit the experimental ob-
servations. Note that the one-dimensional model of Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2003) generally predicts
a weaker variation of the inlet step, as revealed by Figure 7.2 where ∆η is overestimated under
sub-resonant conditions and underestimated when β exceeds βR. It is worth recalling that the one-
dimensional scheme of this theoretical model does not consider neither two-dimensional effects,
associated with bar formation and propagation, the angle between two downstream channels, nor
three-dimensional features, like those inducted by secondary circulations.
The comparison with field observations preliminarily requires to face the problem of defining
formative condition. For bifurcation on the Sunwapta River it has been assumed that measure-
ments were done in formative conditions, due to the rearrangement of the network occurred dur-
ing the field campaign. This can not be applied in the case of the Ridanna Creek, where a suitable
value of the total discharge has been determined extrapolating a bankfull value from the cross sec-
tional topography. This has implied the impossibility to compare every measured and computed
flow parameters as the discharge ratio rQ, but only the altimetric configurations.
In Table 7.1 the comparison referring to bifurcations I and IV of the Sunwapta River and
bifurcations 1, 2 and 4 on the Ridanna Creek are reported.
Predicted and measured inlet steps in the field are also compared in Figure 7.3, for different
values of α: smaller value of this parameter seem to lead to a better reproduction.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between experimental and computed values of the inlet step (α = 3).
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Figure 7.3: Comparison between the measured and the computed values of the inlet step of natural
bifurcations.
Bifurcation     
rQ measured 0.64 0.66 0.14 0.06 0.16
rQ calculated 0.36 0.39 0.29 0.26 0.31
∆z [m] measured 0.24 0.15 0.50 0.55 0.20
∆z [m] calculated 0.18 0.15 0.27 0.20 0.16
Sunwapta Ridanna
Table 7.1: Comparison between observed configurations and theoretical predictions for five bifur-
cations on the Sunwapta River and the Ridanna Creek.
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7.2 Ingredients for a predictive model of braided rivers evolution
The complexities arising in the numerical solution of the governing equations for sediments and
water motion and continuity, together with the poor effectiveness in the long term prediction of the
evolution of a braided network has suggested to explore research alternatives offered by different
approaches, namely ’object-oriented’ models. In this context braiding is viewed as the result of
the interaction between channels and nodes, treated as separated objects. The morphodynamics
of single channels then becomes a relevant issue for braiding, as highlighted in recent reviews on
braided systems by Ashmore (2001) and Paola (2001). The experimental investigation presented
in Chapter 3 shows that planimetric forcings due to channel curvature and width variations play a
crucial role in determining the onset of flow bifurcation, especially driving the mechanism of chute
cutoff. Such planimetric non uniformities promote the development of steady bed topography,
dominated by the transition from alternate to mid channel bars which rapidly leads to bifurcation.
In order to exploit these experimental findings and to obtain suitable rules to be implemented in
predictive object-oriented models of braiding a new theoretical framework is required, able to
consider the coupled effect of channel curvature and width variations on channel morphology.
The weakly meandering planform typical of individual channels within braided networks is
generally maintained by a relatively high frequency of chute cutoffs: low sinuosity often deter-
mines that bed deformation may be controlled by the interaction of free migrating forms with
steady patterns (Figure 7.4). Moreover, the migration of alternate bars has been shown to be
relevant also for the subsequent evolution of a bifurcation (see Figures 6.10 and 6.11) and for
Figure 7.4: The weakly meandering main channel of the Ridanna Creek, with a complex bar sys-
tem. (flow is toward the camera)
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Figure 7.5: The Mydal Ssandur, Iceland.
the discharge partition in the downstream branches. Also in this case, a theoretical model which
consider the free-forced interactions with both planimetric forcing effects is needed.
In order to extend the time span of sound morphological predictions in braided streams, a
branches model like that proposed by Jagers (2003) or a multi-layer model like that suggested
by Paola (2001) require a physical description of the conditions that lead to the occurrence of
bifurcation and need suitable rules that quantify its further evolution. The bifurcation process is
of fundamental relevance in determining flow distribution, hence controlling the activity of the
network. Until now, this process is one of the most difficult to predict; it can be viewed as the el-
ement adding most uncertainty to a braiding system which can cause the complete rearrangement
of the plane- and altimetric configuration (Figure 7.5). The experimental and field observations
and the data analysis presented in this work offer a detailed explanation of the main physical pro-
cesses, integrating field observations and laboratory measures with existing and underdevelopment
theories, allowing a quantitative description and improving the opportunities to predict the main
morphodynamical features of river bifurcations.
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